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Abstract
An axiomatic algebraic calculus of components is given that is based on the operators com-
bination, hiding and taking the visible interfaces. The theory model of this component algebra
is constructed and discussed. Several variations of the component algebra are investigated, each
corresponding to a di3erent approach for dealing with name clashes. The work is closely related
to the module algebra of Bergstra, Heering and Klint but signatures are handled in a way similar
to modern component interfaces. This has the e3ect that both provides and requires interfaces are
explicitly manipulated. The paper investigates whether the same algebraic laws as module algebra
can be made true, in particular the idempotency, associativity and commutativity of combination
(+). Of course, distributivity of hiding over combination, p (X +Y )=(p X )+(p Y ), does
not hold in general (here p is a so-called portfolio, a generalisation of the concept of signature).
It is investigated, however, whether a conditional version can be made true, similar to the condi-
tional law E4 of Bergstra, Heering and Klint. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
General: The study of modules and modularisation has been one of the central issues
in software engineering. Three notions are basic to an understanding of modularization
as a software engineering technique: information hiding, compositionality, and reusabil-
ity of modules. This paper aims at extending our understanding of modularisation to
cope with one of the features of modern component technology. This is important for
specifying present-day software components and for developing new concepts related
to highly context-independent modules such as software agents.
Plan of the work: We follow module algebra [2] closely, but make changes and
adaptations that are inspired by the interface concept of modern component technology
[36]. In modern component technology, a component does not have one big signature,
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but a number of smaller signatures called interfaces [27]. Normally, the interfaces that
are provided by a component are documented explicitly. Here we also include the
interfaces that are required by a component. We replace the concept of interface by
the concept of signature, but demand that each component has a set of required inter-
faces and a set of provided interfaces. A pair of sets, required interfaces and provided
interfaces, will be called a portfolio. As in module algebra, one of the interesting ques-
tions is under which condition hiding, formalised by an operator , distributes over
combination, formalised as + (we refer to this as law E4).
Outline of Part I: The Jrst part of this paper is about motivation, examples and
preliminary investigations. Section 2 surveys modern component technology. Section 3
contains two examples to pave the way for a more formal treatment later in the paper.
An extra example is given in Appendix A. After that Sections 4 and 6 introduce the
concept of portfolio, investigating its properties. Section 5 is about logical preliminaries.
Sections 7 and 8 contain semantic investigations, addressing the distributivity of hiding
over combination.
Outline of Part II: The second part of this paper is about formal component alge-
bra. It follows a systematic and rigorous approach where all the laws of component
algebra are cast in the form of algebraic speciJcations themselves; these are Section 9
(signatures and interfaces) Section 10 (sets of interfaces, portfolios) and Section 11
(components). Some of the technical details are given in Appendix B. Variations of the
component algebra can be found in Appendices C and D. Sections 12 and 13 analyse
the component algebra. Sections 14 and 15 discuss related work and summarise what
has been achieved.
Part I
2. Component technology
The idea of component technology is that custom programs are composed from
reusable parts that serve to perform certain sub-tasks. In the model proposed by Mi-
crosoft (COM [27]), components are reused in binary executable form. It includes a
binary interfacing mechanism which lets components communicate with each other.
There is a need to add components to an open system and to add new interfaces.
The connection and communication mechanisms are standardised and do not depend
on the speciJc interfaces themselves. The set of components in a system can change
over time. So there are situations where a newer component that is capable of exploit-
ing a certain new interface encounters an old component that does not know about
this new interface. For this purpose there is a negotiation mechanism in COM by
which one component or application can Jnd out if a desired interface is supported
by another component. It makes sense to think of interfaces as formal legal contracts.
Implementers must make sure their implementations meet the contracts. In COM, con-
tracts are identiJed by globally unique interface identiJers (IIDs). When components
are enhanced, they get new interfaces, while preserving possibly some of the older
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interfaces. It is also possible to remove some of the older interfaces. The interfaces
themselves are not changed. Each IID identiJes a contract which may or may not be
supported by a given component (or better, by a given object; in this paper we do not
go into the distinction between components and objects). Once the IID is Jxed and
released, no one is supposed to make even the smallest modiJcation to the signature
or the semantics of the interface. The signature is Jxed by means of the language IDL.
Although most of the COM literature insists that the semantics of the interfaces for a
given IID be Jxed, there is no dedicated speciJcation language for COM and often the
semantic aspects of the contracts are not formally speciJed. Williams [39] provides an
exposLe of the ideas of system evolution underlying COM (this paragraph is based on
Williams’ text).
The internal operation of a COM component is hidden because COM is a binary
standard. A COM component is obtained by compilation of for example, a C++
program, or a Java program. The source code is not released for distribution. Usually,
only the compiled version, i.e. the machine code is released. It is not possible to
read from or write to a component’s data structures directly. All access must be done
via procedure calls. This approach preserves the freedom for choosing another data
structure in a next version of the component. Secondly, it is easy to replace a local
function call by a call to a stub, which in turn executes an remote procedure call
(RPC). This replacement, which is easy for procedure calls, is not so easy to realise
for direct access to data structures.
Functions (procedures) are grouped into the so-called interfaces. An interface is a
set of functions whose semantics are somehow related. This resembles the well-known
concept of signature from the theory of algebraic data types. An interface, however,
only contains functions, no abstract types. There are auxiliary types such as void,
long, and also “struct”s or other interface types; but the main type, the component’s
type itself remains implicit. Usually, a component has several interfaces, which is an
important di3erence with algebraic data types! The interfaces of a component can be
subdivided into two categories: required and provided interfaces. In COM the required
interfaces are somewhat implicit but in novel architecture description languages such
as Darwin [11,24] they have been turned into Jrst class citizens. The same observation
can be made in the Koala component model for consumer electronics software [37].
3. Motivating examples
In this section we present two examples. The examples show components with inter-
faces and behaviour speciJcations with very much in the tradition of algebraic speciJ-
cation languages. But we have added one feature from software component technology:
components have several interfaces, subdivided into two categories, ‘required’ and ‘pro-
vided’ interfaces. For describing this feature we use a simple and obvious syntax which
is in the tradition of architecture description languages such as Darwin [11,24]. The
examples pave the way for a more formal investigation of the important operations on
components, combination and hiding. A third example is given in Appendix A.
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3.1. Example component-based speci>cation (arithmetic)
The Jrst example is about two simple software components containing arithmetical
functions such as multiplication, doubling and squaring of numbers as well as compo-
sition of functions. The Jrst component is called MULTI since it is concerned with
multiplication. The second component is called COMPO since it is concerned with the
composition of certain functions. Each component has interfaces of two kinds: required
and provided. Each interface is a set of sorts and functions. The sorts and the functions
are given by their name, the sorts (= types) of the input parameters and the sorts of
the result. In these examples we give names to interfaces and, following a convention
of Microsoft COM [27], we choose names starting with ‘I’ for interfaces.
The Jrst component has one required interface and one provided interface. The
required interface of the Jrst component MULTI is called Iadd. We use a simple and
obvious syntax to describe interfaces which resembles the syntax of traditional algebraic
speciJcation languages such as ASF [1], COLD [14], PLUSS [18] and PSF [26]. This
can be done because in the view of this paper, an interface is essentially the same as
what is called a ‘signature’ in the literature on algebraic speciJcations. The interface
Iadd contains one sort and two functions, as follows.
interface Iadd {
sort Nat
functions
add : Nat×Nat→Nat
sub : Nat×Nat→Nat
}
No behavioural speciJcation of add and sub is given here, but the reader may think
of the usual addition and subtraction.
The provided interfaces of the Jrst component, MULTI, are named Imul and Itwice.
Of these, Imul contains one sort and one function whereas Itwice contains one sort
and two functions, as follows:
interface Imul {
sort Nat
functions
mul : Nat×Nat→Nat
}
interface Itwice {
sort Nat
functions
sqr : Nat→Nat
dbl : Nat→Nat
}
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Fig. 1. Component MULTI having one required and two provided interfaces.
The intuition is that mul(x; y) equals x×y, that sqr(x) equals x× x and that dbl(x)
equals x + x.
Referring to the interfaces Iadd and Itwice we can give a complete speciJcation
of the component MULTI. We use a simple and obvious syntax to describe compo-
nents, resembling the syntax of Darwin [11,24]. We use Jrst-order logic to specify the
behaviour of the functions.
component MULTI {
require Iadd
provide Imul, Itwice
speci cation
mul(x;0)=0 and mul(x,add(y,1))= add(mul(x; y); x)
sqr(x)=mul(x; x)
dbl(x)= add(x; x)
}
The equations completely Jx the behaviour of mul, sqr and dbl when the function add
is given. The Jrst line with equations deJnes mul. The second line with equations
deJnes sqr. The third line deJnes dbl. The situation is similar to the way one can
deJne functions, procedures and methods in traditional programming languages. The
behaviour of add is not Jxed in MULTI, so when the required interface is attached
to an interface providing some non-standard kind of addition, then the outcome of sqr
and dbl may change too. We will present several diagrams, which are very similar to
the diagrams used in [11,24]. Boxes depict components and circles on their boundaries
depict interfaces. White circles are required interfaces and black circles are provided
interfaces. The component MULTI is shown in Fig. 1.
The required interface of the second component COMPO is Itwice, which was al-
ready described above. Its provided interface is called Icalc. It contains two functions,
f and g.
interface Icalc {
sort Nat
functions
f : Nat→Nat
g : Nat→Nat
}
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Fig. 2. Component COMPO having one required and one provided interface.
Fig. 3. Component CALC obtained by combination of MULTI and COMPO.
Referring to the interfaces Itwice and Icalc we give the complete speciJcation of the
component COMPO.
component COMPO {
require Itwice
provide Icalc
speci cation
f(x)= sqr(dbl(x))
g(x)= dbl(sqr(x))
}
The intuition is that f(x) equals (2x)2 and that g(x) equals 2× x2. The component
COMPO is shown in Fig. 2.
Now we shall construct a composite system, which is to be considered as a com-
ponent in its own right by attaching the provided interface of MULTI to the required
interface of COMPO. We consider this to be done by means of an operation which
we call combination.
component CALC {
combine MULTI, COMPO
}
The component CALC is shown in Fig. 3. In the Jgure there are extra outgoing
‘wires’ attached to interfaces Imul and Itwice to stress that these interfaces are not
encapsulated, but are still available for being invoked by other components. If we use
the algebraic notation + instead of the keyword combine (which we consider to be
syntactic sugar), we may deJne CALC =MULTI + COMPO. This is what we shall
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Fig. 4. Component CALC obtained by combination and hiding.
do later in our more formal investigations. This is an important step which we clarify
now: MULTI + COMPO requires only Iadd and not Itwice because COMPO’s need
for Itwice is satisJed by the supply of Itwice by MULTI.
We also want to illustrate hiding. So let us assume that neither multiplication nor
squaring and doubling are to be made available to the users of the combined system.
In other words, we hide Imul and Itwice, thus constructing a new component CALC.
The di3erence with CALC is that required and provided interfaces are explicitly stated
(with the e3ect that Imul and Itwice become hidden).
component CALC {
require Iadd
provide Icalc
combine MULTI, COMPO
}
The component CALC is shown in Fig. 4. It makes sense to think of the external view
of the component as a pair of sets of interfaces, for instance {Iadd} and {Icalc} for
CALC. It is convenient to denote the pair using arrow notation by {Iadd}→{Icalc},
which applies to CALC. We call such an arrow-separated pair a portfolio (as in trade,
it describes what goes in and what goes out). We say that {Iadd}→{Icalc} is the
portfolio from {Iadd} to {Icalc}. The portfolio of MULTI is {Iadd}→{Imul; Itwice}.
The combination CALC , that is MULTI + COMPO, still has the portfolio
{Iadd} → {Imul; Itwice; Icalc}:
The component CALC has the reduced portfolio {Iadd}→{Icalc}. We consider this
reduction to be the result of an operation to be denoted as , which we call hiding.
Later we study the interaction of operations such as + and . For CALC we consider
the Darwin-like syntax as syntactic sugar for the deJning equation CALC= ({Iadd}→
{Icalc}) (MULTI + COMPO).
3.2. Example component-based speci>cation (exchange)
This example is a model of a toy telephone exchange, inspired by Fossa and Slo-
man [16]. First, we list the interfaces involved in the example. These are Is2p0,
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which is the connection from switch to phone number 0, Ip2s0, which is the con-
nection from this phone to the switch, Is2p1; Ip2s1, etc. Moreover, we need Itime
for asking for the current time of day, Istat for gathering traTc statistics, Icontrol
for controlling the connections of the exchange and Imaintain for checking whether
it is allowed to perform maintenance operations. For convenience we assume that
the data types of Booleans, natural numbers and time are available in all compo-
nents without explicit requirements and provisions. Finally we assume a sort SPacket
for speech packets where 0 denotes the empty speech packet, interpreted as
silence.
interface Is2p0 {
sort SPacket
functions deliver0 :→ SPacket
}
interface Ip2s0 {
sort SPacket
functions current0 :→ SPacket
}
interface Itime {
sort Time
functions now :→Time
}
interface Istat {
sort Nat, Bool
functions
count :→Nat
busy :→Bool
}
interface Icontrol {
sort Nat
functions connect : Nat→Nat
}
interface Imaintain {
sort Bool
functions allowed :→Bool
}
Next, we propose a number of components: PHONE0; PHONE1 and PHONE2, telephone
hand sets; SWITCH, the matrix switch inside the telephone exchange; STATISTICS,
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Fig. 5. Component PHONE0.
the component for gathering statistical information and POLICY, the component con-
taining the rules for maintenance. For PHONE0; PHONE1 and PHONE2 no speciJ-
cation is given here except for the interfaces. For the other components there is a
speciJcation in Jrst-order logic.
component PHONE0 {
require Is2p0, Itime
provide Ip2s0
}
Please note the dependency of PHONE0 on Itime which means that the current speech
packet current0 can vary depending on the value of ‘now’. The other phones are simi-
lar so here we only show the Jrst phone. In real telecommunication systems there are
mechanisms to instantiate generic components and interfaces (in which case one would
write PHONE[0] and Is2p[0] for instance, as in Darwin) but here we avoid all kinds of
dynamic instantiation and dynamic binding mechanisms. We employ the static binding
mechanism that binds a provided and a required interface if they are equal (this is
di3erent from COM and Darwin, which allow for dynamic binding). The component
PHONE0 is shown in Fig. 5.
SWITCH is a full matrix switch. Of course, in practice, it makes sense to avoid
connections of the form connect(i)= i because this means feeding the speech packets
of a given phone back to the very same phone. In the same way it makes sense to
guarantee that connect(i)= j whenever connect(j)= i which means that the connection
really is two-way. The responsibility for these restrictions is delegated to the user of
Icontrol, not to the switch.
component SWITCH {
require Ip2s0; Ip2s1; Ip2s2, Icontrol
provide Is2p0; Is2p1; Is2p2
speci cation
connect(0) = 0 ⇒ deliver0 = current0
connect(0) = 1 ⇒ deliver0 = current1
connect(0) = 2 ⇒ deliver0 = current2
connect(1) = 0 ⇒ deliver1 = current0
connect(1) = 1 ⇒ deliver1 = current1
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connect(1) = 2 ⇒ deliver1 = current2
connect(2) = 0 ⇒ deliver2 = current0
connect(2) = 1 ⇒ deliver2 = current1
connect(2) = 2 ⇒ deliver2 = current2
}
The component STATISTICS inspects the connections Is2p0, Is2p1 and Is2p2. These are
the connections from the switch to the phones. The component’s speciJcation describes
a counting procedure based on the number of outgoing switch connections for which
the delivered speech packet is not equal to 0 (silence).
component STATISTICS {
require Is2p0; Is2p1; Is2p2
provide Istat
speci cation
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 0
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 1
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 1
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 1
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 2
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 2
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 2
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0 ⇒ count = 3
busy = true ⇔ count = 0
}
The component containing the rules that describe a given maintenance policy is called
POLICY. The rules described here are very simple, for instance maintenance activities
are not allowed before 18:00 h. In practice, more complicated policies are needed of
course, and we refer to [22] for an explicit discussion of similar rules. In terms of
[22], the rules described here are negative policies (for which it is advised in [22] that
these take priority over other rules). We have several POLICY components, here called
POLICY A and POLICY B. From these it is easy to deJne POLICY=POLICY A +
POLICY B. The idea is that the rules are combined by means of logical ‘and’.
component POLICY A {
require Itime
provide Imaintain
speci cation now¡18:00 ⇒ allowed = false
}
component POLICY B {
require Istat
provide Imaintain
speci cation busy = true ⇒ allowed = false
}
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Fig. 6. Component POLICY built from POLICY A and POLICY B.
Fig. 7. Component EXCHANGE and three phones.
component POLICY {
require Istat, Itime
provide Imaintain
combine POLICY A, POLICY B
}
The component POLICY is shown in Fig. 6.
Now, we consider a composite system called EXCHANGE which is built by combin-
ing all these components and hiding the interfaces Istat while exposing all the others.
This can be described as
component EXCHANGE {
require Ip2s0; Ip2s1; Ip2s2, Icontrol, Itime
provide Is2p0; Is2p1; Is2p2, Imaintain
combine SWITCH, POLICY, STATISTICS
}
The resulting system is depicted in Fig. 7 which shows the combination of the com-
posite EXCHANGE component and the three phones.
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Fig. 8. Problematic combination of conVicting versions of components.
It is interesting to consider the situation if we would have another, alternative version
of STATISTICS, say NEWSTATISTICS. The new version yields only 0 or 1 for
count. We may imagine, for instance that this coarser counting mechanism is cheaper
to implement.
component NEWSTATISTICS {
require Is2p0; Is2p1; Is2p2
provide Istat
speci cation
deliver0 = 0 and deliver1 = 0 and deliver2 = 0⇒ count= 0
deliver0 =0⇒ count= 1
deliver1 =0⇒ count= 1
deliver2 =0⇒ count= 1
busy = true⇔ count =0
}
Unlike the situation for POLICY there is a diTculty when we combine the two versions
as in the following component:
component PROBLEMATIC {
require Is2p0; Is2p1; Is2p2
provide Istat
combine NEWSTATISTICS, STATISTICS
}
This component is shown in Fig. 8. The problem is that we consider STATISTICS
to be a de>nition of count and busy. It does not make sense to have two deJning
occurrences of a single function. There is a collision. From the viewpoint of Jrst-order
logic, the problem appears as well since there is an inconsistency (for deliver0 =0 and
deliver1 =0 and deliver2 =0 one component concludes that count = 3 and the other
component that count = 1).
Let us look back to what has been achieved in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The examples are
a natural combination of algebraic speciJcation techniques and the feature of required
and provided interfaces. The operations of combination and hiding seem to work well.
The special cases visualised in Figs. 6 and 8 deserve further study: later we shall Jnd
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that the + operator studied in Sections 6–8, called combining addition, works Jne for
all components if there are no collisions and that it works Jne too for components
containing logical rules such as POLICY A and POLICY B and for speciJcations,
even if there are collisions. We shall identify modiJed versions of + called preferential
addition and eliminating addition that are suitable for the situation where a replacement
must happen such as NEWSTATISTICS being a replacement for STATISTICS.
4. Combining components
We assume that there is a Jxed set of interfaces, or which is the same throughout
this paper, a set of signatures. Each interface is represented by a unique identiJcation,
just an integer number, say. Each component has two sets of interfaces, viz., a set
of required interfaces and a set of provided interfaces. For a component whose set of
required interfaces is s and whose set of required interfaces is t we write s→ t for the
ordered pair of these two sets. We call such a pair a portfolio.
We shall be concerned with two operators, which will only be introduced in an
informal way here (later we set out to have a more formal treatment). These operators
are:
– + (combination),
– (hiding).
First, we discuss combination (+). It is a static binding; although we are aware
that dynamic binding is an important topic we only deal with the static case here.
As in COM, interfaces have names which start with an I ; here we assume interfaces
I1; I2, etc.
In Fig. 9 we show two components, the left-hand side component which is ({I1}→
{I2}) X and the right-hand side component which is ({I2}→{I3}) Y for some X
and Y . The diagram as a whole represents their combination, that is, (({I1}→{I2}) X )
+ (({I2}→{I3}) Y ). Now, we want that + behaves such that the external interface
pair of (({I1}→{I2}) X ) + (({I2}→{I3}) Y ) is given by {I1}→{I2; I3}. In the
Jgure an extra outgoing wire is attached to interface I2 to stress that interface I2 is
not encapsulated, but still available for being invoked by other components, outside
the present pair.
Fig. 9. Provided meets required.
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Fig. 10. Provided collides with provided.
There are two issues concerning + which we need to discuss here. We shall refer
to these issues as origin consistency and constructivity.
In order to introduce the origin consistency issue we refer to Fig. 10. In this Jgure we
show two components, the uppermost component which is ({I1}→{I2}) X and the
lower component which is ({I4}→{I2}) X ′. The diagram as a whole represents their
attempted combination, that is something like ({I1}→{I2}) X + ({I4}→{I2}) X ′.
Now, it makes sense to defend the position that this combination is not de>ned because
each function behind I2 must have one deJning occurrence (rather than two di3erent
program texts both supposed to be the deJnition of one function named f for f∈ I2).
The collision is detectable at the level of the interface pairs, so if we have a + on
interface pairs as well, then ({I1}→{I2}) + ({I4}→{I2}) contains a collision.
From a logical point of view however there is another position: that there is no harm
in having several components adding facts (axioms) about the same interface elements.
The latter position Jts well with the intuition that components are representations of
logical theories. The former position Jts with a programmer’s viewpoint that a com-
ponent is a collection of program procedures, each of which can only be deJned at
precisely one place. We take no position yet but look for ways to formulate the laws
of our component algebra such that all operators are total and that the laws have no
preconditions (or weak preconditions if they cannot be avoided). During our investi-
gations it will turn out that there are several ways of dealing with the collisions: for
instance, accept the collisions, or have special built-in mechanisms that eliminate the
collisions automatically. Each of these solutions has a certain impact on the algebraic
laws of + and ; we will investigate these laws and let the mathematical Jndings steer
the direction of our work.
In order to introduce the constructivity issue we refer to Fig. 11. We say that this
example is non-constructive (the example of Fig. 9 is considered constructive). The
cycle may or may not be considered problematic, depending on the point of view. In
[13] there is a two-way binding between a stack and an observer. Moreover, cyclic
dependencies between program procedures are not uncommon since many programming
languages support recursion. On the other hand, it seems wise to avoid interpreting
components as a kind of theory transformers because then we may end up in Jxed
point theory, solving recursive equations at the level of the module algebra. At present,
we take no position with respect to constructivity. In particular, we decide not to turn
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Fig. 11. Cyclic dependency between provided and required.
Fig. 12. Interface I2 is hidden.
+ into a partial operation (even if that would be a solution to enforce constructivity).
We shall avoid cycles of length one, however, since this is easily done by demanding
that the set of required interfaces and the set of provided interfaces of each individual
component are disjoint. We have no intuitive interpretation for such cycles at all.
Now, we turn our attention to encapsulation ( ) and give a simple example. In
Fig. 12 there is a binding between the two components by means of interface I2. But
interface I2 is encapsulated, which should have the e3ect that its elements are not
available anymore for being invoked by other components, outside the present pair.
If the two inner components of Fig. 12 are given again by ({I1}→{I2}) X hav-
ing external interface pair {I1}→{I2} and ({I2}→{I3}) Y having external interface
pair {I2}→{I3}, respectively, then the conJguration as a whole can be described by
({I1}→{I3}) ((({I1}→{I2}) X )+({I2}→{I3}) Y ) and we expect that the exter-
nal interface pair of this conJguration is given by {I1}→{I3}. It makes sense to adopt
certain preconditions, but our strategy is to look for ways of making all operators total
rather than partial.
5. Logical preliminaries
The previous section was mainly concerned with syntactic aspects of interfaces.
The present section is about concepts for capturing semantic aspects of components.
The basic assumption is that behaviour can be described by logic. As shown by the
semantics of COLD [14,21] this does not exclude traditional program constructs such
as guarded commands and repetition, provided these constructs are viewed as syntactic
sugar for formulae in a suitable system of logic.
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We will use Jrst-order logic. Most of the results carry over to other logics such
as conditional equational logic and the inJnitary logic described in [21]. We assume
a given set of symbols and a given set of typed variables which can be used to
construct terms. For example, if f : Nat→Nat and g : Nat→Nat are symbols, and if x
is a variable of type Nat then f(x) and g(f(x)) are terms. Note that we assume the typing
information to be part of the symbols but adopt the convention of suppressing types
when writing down terms, writing g(f(x)) rather than gNat→Nat(f Nat→Nat(x)). From
terms and variables we construct formulae by means of the logical constants true and
false, the equation sign ‘=’, quantiJers forall, exists and the logical connectives and,
or, ⇒ and not. Outermost forall quantiJers can be omitted. An example of a formula
is f (x)= sqr(dbl(x)).
With each set of symbols s we associate the language L(s) which we deJne as the
set of all formulae constructed with only symbols from s. So if s= {f : Nat→Nat; g :
Nat→Nat} then f (g(x))= g(f (x))∈L(s) but sqr(dbl(x))= g(f (x)) =∈L(s). The for-
mulae true and false are elements of L(s) for any s, even for s= ∅. Conversely, we
may ask for the set of symbols in a given formula  denoted as ( ). Similarly we
write () for the set of symbols that occur in a set of formulae . In a certain
sense  and L are opposite coperations. More precisely ()⊆ s i3 ⊆L(s). This
way of being opposite operations is known as a Galois connection. As a consequence,
L(s∩ t)=L(s)∩L(t).
We assume the usual notion of derivation, writing    if  is a set of formulae
and  a formula such that  can be proven from assumptions in  using the rules
of Jrst-order logic. For example if = {f (x)= sqr(dbl(x)); g(x)= dbl(sqr(x))} then
  g(f (x))= dbl(sqr(sqr(dbl(x)))). As usual, ’  abbreviates {’}   . From false
we can derive any arbitrary formula  . The precise deJnition of  is not relevant here.
It can be based on natural deduction or on a Gentzen-style proof system. We will use
well-known facts such as
– if ’ and    then ’  ⇒ ,
– if  ’ and    then  ’ and  .
We refer to these steps as ‘Vipping’ and ‘and-introduction’, respectively.
The subtle interplay between language and derivation is given by the so-called
Interpolation property.
Lemma (Craig’s interpolation property). If    for ⊆L(s) and  ∈L(t) then
there is a formula i∈L(s)∩L(t) such that   i and i   . We call i an interpolant.
Proof. See any textbook on mathematical logic or one of the references in Section 14.
We need several tools for giving a formal semantics to the examples of Sections 3.1
and 3.2. Our intention is to develop such tools that we can formally say that the
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Fig. 13. Geometric interpretation of Craig’s interpolation property.
semantics of a component is given by its portfolio and a ‘restricted theory’. So let us
formalise how restriction works and what we mean by ‘theory’ and ‘restricted theory’.
De nition (Restriction, taking the theory). If  is an arbitrary set of formulae and s
a set of symbols then we deJne
–  |\ s=∩L(s),
– Th()= {’ | ’}.
We call these the restriction of  to s and the theory of , respectively. A theory is
a set of formulae that is closed under derivation.
Using the notation Th() we can illustrate the interpolation property as in Fig. 13.
The cone below the area depicting  corresponds to the set of all formulae that can
be derived from . The cone below the formula i depicts the set of all formulae that
can be derived from i.
Some observations concerning |\ and Th are in order: |\s is decreasing whereas Th is
increasing. Moreover both restriction and taking the theory are idempotent. Formally,
–  |\ s⊆,
– Th()⊇,
–  |\ s |\ s= |\ s,
– Th(Th())=Th().
Actually, the idempotency of restriction is a special case of the fact that  |\ s |\ t= |\
(s∩ t).
At several occasions we will investigate interactions between restriction and taking
the theory. A geometric intuition of some of these interactions is suggested in Fig. 14.
As before, the cone below the area depicting  corresponds to the set of all formulae
that can be derived from .
Some care is needed, as demonstrated by the fact that the following two inclusion
properties cannot be turned into equations:
– Th( |\ s)|\s⊆Th() |\ s,
– Th(Th() |\ s)⊇Th( |\ s).
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Fig. 14. Geometric interpretation of taking theory and restriction.
To illustrate that the Jrst of these is not an equality, let = {f = 0; f = 1} and let
s= ∅. Then Th( |\ s) |\ s=Th(∅) |\ s contains only the tautologies in L(∅) such as true,
not false, etc. whereas Th() |\ s contains false.
Often we consider special sets of formulae, viz., those that are the result of a re-
striction after taking the theory. If  is an arbitrary set of formulae then we may put
=Th() |\ s and call a  a restricted theory. It is not a theory because, amongst
other things, the tautologies outside the language of s are excluded. It has the nice
property that another application of Th( · ) |\ s has no further e3ect:
let =Th() |\ s then Th() |\ s=.
It is extremely convenient if we can tell the language to which a certain restricted
theory belongs and therefore we introduce a convention which is of a syntactical nature:
we use s to denote an arbitrary restricted theory satisfying s =Th() |\ s for some .
In other words, whenever we discuss some s we know that it is included in L(s), and
that whenever s ’ for some ’∈L(s) we Jnd that ’∈s. Amongst other things, s
contains all tautologies in L(s). Similiarly we use t , u, v. Subscripting is not an
operator. We avoid equations involving s and t if we cannot guarantee that s = t. This
convention gives us the following property:
Th(s) |\ s=.
As an example of the kind of interactions to be studied we give a lemma, the
proof of which is typical for the ping-pong style proofs of more complicated lemmas
later.
Lemma. Let s be a restricted theory, then
Th(Th(true); s) |\ s=s.
Proof. First we check ⊇. Let  ∈ RHS (right-hand side) i.e. s   ∈L(s). Then cer-
tainly Th(true); s   (adding assumptions to a derivation can always be done).
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Therefore  ∈Th(Th(true); s). Moreover  passes the restriction |\ s unharmed, in
other words,  ∈ LHS.
Next we must check ⊆ . Let  ∈ LHS with  ∈L(s), because Th(true); s   . Then
also s   since each used formula of Th(true) is itself a consequence of . We say
that the tautologies do not add anything to s. The fact that s   means that  ∈ RHS,
as explained before.
Further conventions are introduced next, related to the fact that there are two sources
of symbols: required interfaces and provided interfaces. Considering a restricted theory
which stems from a component with portfolio s→ t, we use st to denote such a
restricted theory. Formally, 
s
t is just an identiJer for an arbitrary set of formulae but
it is understood that the identiJer is only used if it is known that the set is included
in L(s∪ t), and that whenever st ’ for some ’∈L(s∪ t) we Jnd that ’∈
s
t .
Amongst other things, 
s
t contains all tautologies in L(s∪ t). Similarly we use 
u
v
and 
w
x . Subscripting is not an operator, nor is superscripting. We adopt a related
convention for restrictions, writing  |\st for ∩L(s∪ t). It is assumed that s∩ t= ∅
but this is easy because in all applications, the restrictions come from portfolios of the
form s→ t for disjoint s and t. We say that s is the contravariant part of the pair
s→ t and that t is the covariant part. This is justiJed by the way works, intersecting
the covariant part but enlarging the contravariant part (the e3ect of on portfolios is
investigated in Section 6). So the symbols of the required interfaces will be upstairs
and the symbols of the provided interfaces downstairs. Using these conventions we
may write the above-mentioned properties as
– 
s
t |\
s
t =
s
t ,
– Th(
s
t )⊇
s
t ,
– Th(
s
t ) |\
s
t =
s
t ,
– Th(Th(
s
t ))=Th(
s
t ),
– Th(Th(true); 
s
t ) |\
s
t =
s
t .
We use comma instead of ∪ and omit ∩ , whence |\p; sqt means |\
p∪s
q∩t . The following
observations are useful:
–  |\(s; u)\(t; v)t; v = |\
s; u
t; v ,
– 
s
t |\
(s;p)\qt
qt =
s
t |\
s;p
qt .
It is easy to see that 
s
t |\
p; s
qt =
s
t |\
p; s
q so we may drop certain subscripts letters without
further notice if they appear at least once downstairs. The total e3ect of the conventions
and observations is that they simplify writing 
s
t |\
(p∪s)\(q∩t)
q∩t to just writing 
s
t |\
s;p
q .
Sometimes it is convenient also to drop repeated groups of superscripts, but this is
another convention: 
s
t |\q means 
s
t |\
s
q and 
s
t |\
s;p
q |\v means 
s
t |\
s;p
q |\
s;p
v . As an example,
showing the notations in action, we give

s
t |\q |\v =
s
t |\
s
q |\
s
v =
s
t |\
s
tqv =
s
t |\tqv.
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6. Preliminary investigations concerning portfolios
In this section we will present tentative deJnitions for simpliJed versions of + and
. The simpliJcation comes from the fact that we begin with versions of + and
which work on portfolios only. The motivation for this is the following analogy: in
module algebra there is an operator , taking the visible signature of a module. It
behaves as a homomorphism from the algebra of modules to the algebra of signatures
as can be seen from the laws (S3) and (S4) in [2], which are (X +Y )=(X )+(Y )
and (x Y )= x∩(Y ), respectively.
Therefore, we want to have an operator , taking the visible portfolio of a compo-
nent. It must behave as a homomorphism from the algebra of modules to the algebra
of portfolios with laws like (X + Y )=(X ) +(Y ) and (x Y )= x (Y ). We
do not have ∩ on portfolios and therefore we postulate an operator on portfolios as
well. It is our task to look for a suitable deJnition of . We feel it would be very
elegant if such a deJnition would make module algebra-like laws come true; in this
section we test various candidate-deJnitions.
De nition. We deJne two kinds of encapsulation which we call contravariant encap-
sulation and covariant encapsulation, respectively. If no confusion can arise we omit
the subscripts, writing instead of ∪∩ or ∩∩ .
(s→ t) + (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v) (COMB)
(s→ t) ∪∩ (u→ v)= (s∪ u)→ (t ∩ v) (CONTR)
(s→ t) ∩∩ (u→ v)= (s∩ u)→ (t ∩ v) (COVAR)
The deJnition of + is motivated by the discussion in Section 4, notably the example
of Fig. 9.
In the obvious way we may also deJne ∩∪ and ∪∪ which we call contravariant
common export and covariant common export, respectively. Of these, ∪∪ is prob-
lematic because it does not preserve the property of disjointness among the required
and the provided parts.
The preferred version of encapsulation is ∪∩ because it Jts well with the following
concept of implementation: a component with portfolio u→ v implements another com-
ponent with portfolio u′→ v′ whenever the Jrst component provides more and requires
less.
The main motivation for this section is to develop an understanding of how + and
behave. If there are laws which cannot be made true for the simple algebra of
portfolios, we can have no hope for making them true for the algebra of components
(because of the homomorphism requirement). Thus the algebra of portfolios must be
studied Jrst.
Lemma. Let P, X and Y be portfolios. Let P=(p→ q), X =(s→ t) and Y =(u→ v).
Let denote ∪∩ .
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– X + X =X provided s∩ t= ∅ (idempotency of +),
– X + Y =Y + X (commutativity of +),
– (X + Y ) + P=X + (Y + P) (associativity of +),
– P P=P (idempotency of ),
– P (X Y )= (P X ) Y (associativity of ),
– P X =X P (commutativity of ),
– COND1 ⇔ P (X + Y )= (P X ) + (P Y ) (distributivity of over +),
where ‘COND1’ abbreviates p∪ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v))= ((p∪ s∪ u)\(q∩ (t ∪ v))).
Proof. LHS denotes left-hand side and RHS denotes right-hand side.
– (idemp.) (s→ t) + (s→ t)= (s→ t):
LHS= ((s∪ s)\(t ∪ t)→ (t ∪ t)) = ((s\t)→ t) = (s→ t),
RHS= (s→ t).
– (commut.) (s→ t) + (u→ v) = (u→ v) + (s→ t):
LHS= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v),
RHS= (u∪ s)\(v∪ t)→ (v∪ t).
– (assoc.) ((s→ t) + (u→ v)) + (p→ q)= (s→ t) + ((u→ v) + (p→ q)):
LHS = ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)) + (p→ q)
= (((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v))∪p)\(t ∪ v∪ q)→ (t ∪ v∪ q)
= ((s\(t ∪ v∪ q))∪ (u\(t ∪ v∪ q))∪ (p\(t ∪ v∪ q)))→ (t ∪ v∪ q),
RHS = (s→ t) + (((u∪p)\(v∪ q))→ (v∪ q))
= (s∪ ((u∪p)\(v∪ q)))\(t ∪ v∪ q)→ (t ∪ v∪ q)
= (s\(t ∪ v∪ q))∪ (u\(t ∪ v∪ q))∪ (p\(t ∪ v∪ q))→ (t ∪ v∪ q).
– (idemp. of ) easy.
– (assoc. of ) (p→ q) ∪∩ ((s→ t) ∪∩ (u→ v))= ((p→ q) ∪∩ (s→ t)) ∪∩(u→
v):
LHS = (p→ q) ∪∩ ((s∪ u)→ (t ∩ v))
= (p∪ s∪ u)→ (q∩ t ∩ v),
RHS = ((p∪ s)→ (q∩ t)) ∪∩ (u→ v)
= (p∪ s∪ u)→ (q∩ t ∩ v).
– (commut. of ) easy.
– (distrib.) Regarding the requirement that (p→ q) ∪∩ ((s→ t) + (u→ v)) equals
(p→ q) ∪∩ (s→ t)+(p→ q) ∪∩ (u→ v), the parts after the arrow are easily seen
to be the same, whence the requirement concerning the parts before the arrow
remains. This is (p∪ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)))= ((p∪ s∪ u)\(q∩ (t ∪ v))):
LHS = (p→ q) ∪∩ ((s→ t) + (u→ v))
= (p→ q) ∪∩ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v))→ (t ∪ v)
= (p∪ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)))→ (q∩ (t ∪ v)),
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RHS = ((p→ q) ∪∩ (s→ t)) + ((p→ q) ∪∩ (u→ v))
= ((p∪ s)→ (q∩ t)) + ((p∪ u)→ (q∩ v))
= ((p∪ s)∪ (p∪ u))\((q∩ t)∪ (q∩ v))→ ((q∩ t)∪ (q∩ v))
= (p∪ s∪ u)\(q∩ (t ∪ v))→ (q∩ (t ∪ v)).
Equating the rewritten LHS and RHS gives COND1.
It can be checked that essentially the same results hold for the other versions of the
encapsulation operator.
We consider the condition COND1 to be too complex. Fortunately, the following
lemma shows that under certain assumptions it can be simpliJed.
Lemma. Consider the porfolios p→ q, s→ t and u→ v. Let p∩ q= s∩ t= u∩ v= ∅,
then
p∪ q ⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) implies COND1: p∪ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v))= ((p∪ s∪ u)\(q∩ (t
∪ v))).
Proof. Let LHS=p∪ ((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)) and RHS= (p∪ s∪ u)\(q∩ (t ∪ v)) with the dis-
jointness of p and q, s and t, u and v.
LHS =p∪ (s\v)∪ (u\t),
RHS =p∪ (s\(q∩ v))∪ (u\(q∩ t))
=p∪ (s\q)∪ (s\v)∪ (u\q)∪ (u\t)
=p∪ (s\v)∪ (u\t)∪ (s∪ u)\q.
Therefore (s∪ u)\q⊆ LHS implies COND1. If we could prove p∪ q ⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u)
implies (s∪ u)\q⊆ LHS, then the lemma will hold:
(s∪ u)\q =(((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v))∪ ((s∪ u)∩ (t ∪ v)))\q
=(((s\v)∪ (u\t))∪ ((s∩ v)∪ (u∩ t)))\q
= (((s\v)∪ (u\t))\q)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)
∪ (((s∩ v)∪ (u∩ t))\q)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)
.
(1) (((s\v)∪ (u\t))\q) ⊆ ((s\v)∪ (u\t)),
(2) with p∪ q ⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) we have p=(p∪ q)\q ⊇ ((s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u))\q.
(s∪ u)\q =(1)∪ (2)
⊆ ((s\v)∪ (u\t))∪p
=LHS.
So p∪ q ⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) implies (s∪ u)\q⊆ LHS, which implies COND1.
It seems worthwhile to build the disjointness of the requires and provides part directly
into the deJnition of ·→ · : In this way, partial operators are avoided. So later we will
say that a portfolio is a pair 〈s; t〉 such that s∩ t= ∅. We shall adopt one constructor
function → deJned by s→ t= 〈s\t; t〉. This can be expressed conveniently by the
equation s→ t=(s\t)→ t.
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As mentioned before, one of the motivations for taking ∪∩ as the preferred version
of encapsulation is the concept of implementation. A component with portfolio u→ v
implements another component with portfolio u′→ v′ whenever the former provides
more and requires less. Formally,
(u → v)¿ (u′ → v′) :⇔ v ⊇ v′ ∧ u ⊆ u′:
The ¿ thus deJned can be viewed as an implementation relation (it can be compared
with  as employed in the  calculus [12]). The implementation relation satisJes
a number of properties which should reasonably be expected from an implementation
relation, viz., reVexivity, transitivity and antisymmetry. These are direct consequences
of the idempotent law of , the associative law of and the commutative law of ,
respectively. This one-to-one mapping from properties of a binary operator to properties
of a binary relation is part of the so-called “little theory” in [10, pp. 45–48] (start from
y¿x :⇔ x y= x). 1 Moreover, we Jnd that ¿ is monotonic with respect to + by
which mean that whenever (u→ v)¿(u′→ v′) we Jnd that (s→ t)+(u→ v)¿(s→ t)+
(u′→ v′) holds. This is the case since
– (check provided part) from v⊇ v′ we deduce (t ∪ v) ⊇ (t ∪ v′) ,
– (check required part) from u⊆ u′ we deduce (s∪ u)⊆ (s∪ u′) and subtracting (t ∪ v)
and (t ∪ v′), respectively, for which we know (t ∪ v)⊇ (t ∪ v′), we Jnd that (s∪ u)\
(t ∪ v)⊆ (s∪ u′)\(t ∪ v′).
Moreover, it is always possible to obtain an implementation by removing one applica-
tion of hiding, that is, (u→ v)¿(s→ t) (u→ v).
7. Preliminary semantic investigations
First, we perform some preliminary semantic investigations starting from the deJ-
nition that (s→ t) + (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v). The most diTcult law to make
true is distributivity of over +, to which we refer as E4, following [2]. The condition
p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) makes sure that the encapsulation cannot restrict the interac-
tion from s to v and from t to u (this is a severe condition of course; note that
we do not mean to say that such encapsulations are illegal: they are quite normal in
fact, but the severe condition tells when distributivity holds). But overlap amongst the
provided sets of signatures is a problem. Here we reveal the nature of this problem
(this problem is the reason why we shall look for modiJcations in the deJnition of +
on portfolios).
We aim at a set of laws which hold in the so-called theory-model. In the theory-
model, for (s→ t) X we take as the interpretation (= meaning, model): the theory
of X intersected with L(s∪ t). More precisely, the meaning of a component with
1 We thank Ramses van der Toorn for bringing this to our attention.
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portfolio s→ t is a pair
〈s → t; st 〉
where 
s
t is a set of formulae in the language generated by s∪ t (the language of
{s1; : : : ; sm}→{t1; : : : ; tn} is the language of s1 ∪ · · · ∪ sm ∪ t1 ∪ · · · ∪ tn). So we only
consider such pairs where the theory part is in the language of the portfolio part.
Recall the notational conventions: the language generated by s∪ t is denoted as
L(s∪ t). We abbreviate ∩L(s∪ t) as  |\st . We use superscripts for the contravariant
parts of a portfolio and subscripts for the covariant parts, writing 
s
t for a set of
formulae in L(s∪ t). We consider st as a single identiJer. It denotes a restricted
theory. We may write |\s; ut; v for |\
(s∪u)\(t∪v)
t; v .
We propose a deJnition for +, combining addition, working on pairs of the form
〈 portfolio, set of formulae 〉 based on the above mentioned + operation on portfolios
and on union of sets of formulas. After union, the set of formulas has to be closed
again by Th (Th means ‘theory of’). Since it is agreed that 
s
t is a subset of L(s∪ t)
we may consider the pair 〈s→ t; st 〉 to be the meaning of a component. Similarly

u
v is a subset of L(u∪ v) whence we may consider the pair 〈u→ v; 
u
v 〉 to be
the meaning of another component. The + operation, working on two such pairs, is
deJned by
〈s → t; st 〉+ 〈u → v; uv〉 = 〈(s → t) + (u → v);Th(st ; uv)|\
s;u
t;v 〉;
where (s→ t)+(u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v). The resulting pair satisJes the prop-
erty that the theory part (the second element of the pair) is in the language of the
portfolio part (the Jrst element of the pair), viz., in L((s→ t)+(u→ v))=L((s∪ u)\
(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v))=L((s∪ u)\(t ∪ v); (t ∪ v))=L(s; u; t; v).
The obvious candidate deJnition for is based on using the already given op-
eration for the portfolio and on applying the corresponding intersection to the set of
formulae. We add an extra application of Th in order to make sure that all the, perhaps
trivially true, formulae in the language of p are included as well. The operation,
working on a portfolio and a pair, is deJned by
(p → q) 〈s → t; st 〉 = 〈(p → q) (s → t);Th(st )|\
p;s
qt 〉;
where (p→ q) (s→ t)= (p∪ s)→ (q∩ t). The resulting pair satisJes the property that
the theory part (the second element of the pair) is in the language of the portfolio part
(the Jrst element of the pair), viz., in L((p→ q) (s→ t))=L((p∪ s)→ (q∩ t))
=L((p∪ s); (q∩ t))=L(p; s; qt).
The following equation appears as one of the conditions that must hold when check-
ing E4 for the case of the portfolio p→ q applied to the addition of 〈s→ t; st 〉 and
〈u→ v; uv 〉.
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Fallacy. Let pq= st= uv= ∅ and let p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv (a condition under which distribu-
tivity of over + holds in the algebra of portfolios, see the lemmas of Section 6).
Consider
Th(Th(
s
t ; 
u
v )|\
s; u
t; v )|\
p; s; u
q(t; v) =Th(Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt ;Th(
u
v )|\
p; u
qv )|\
p; s; u
qt; qv .
Under the given condition, this equation does not hold.
Example. For the counter-example, we take a special case where s= u= ∅ and p= ∅.
The equation to be falsiJed reduces to
Th(Th(
s
t ; 
u
v )|\t; v)|\q(t; v) =Th(Th(
s
t )|\qt ;Th(
u
v )|\qv)|\qt; qv.
Now also take q= ∅ and let t and v be the same singleton, viz., t= v= {{c}} where c
is a constant of type Nat (assuming that Nat and Peano’s axioms are already available;
it is easy to add this). Note that p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) holds since we took s= u= ∅.
The equation to be falsiJed reduces further to
Th(Th(
s
t ; 
u
v )|\v)|\∅=Th(Th(
s
t )|\∅;Th(
u
v )|\∅)|\∅.
Let 
s
t consist of the Jrst-order logic sentence c=1 and all consequences of this which
are in the language of {c}, such as 1= c, 3= 3, etc. Let uv consist of the Jrst-order
logic formula c=2 and all consequences of this which are in the language of {c},
such as 2= c, 3= 3, etc. From c=1 and 2 false we see that st ; 
u
v  false and
that false is an element of the set Th(
s
t ; 
u
v ). This false passes even the restriction
to the language of ∅, so false∈Th(Th(st ; 
u
v )|\v)|\∅ which is the left-hand side of the
main equation. But if we apply the restriction before combining 
s
t and 
u
v then the
inconsistency is shielded from having e3ects: 
s
t |\∅ = false and 
u
v |\∅ = false. Moreover
false =∈Th(st |\∅; 
u
v |\∅). In other words, false =∈Th(
s
t |\qt ; 
u
v |\qv) and hence false is not
an element of the right-hand side of the main equation.
We conclude that the above deJnitions are inappropriate for constructing a model
in which E4 holds under the condition p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u). We consider several
candidate solutions:
– use combining addition and accept that the precondition of E4 for components
is stronger than just p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) but that it is p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u)∪
(t ∩ v) or even t ∩ v= ∅∧p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u);
– modify the deJnition of + on portfolios and the deJnition of + on components in
order to eliminate the common parts of t and v automatically; one such modiJed def-
inition is (s→ t)+′ (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)\(t ∩ v); we call this eliminating
addition; we put 〈s→ t; st 〉+′ 〈u→ v; 
u
v 〉= 〈(s→ t)+′ (u→ v);Th(
s
t |\
s
tv; 
u
v |\
u
vt)|\
s;u
tv;vt〉
where tv means t\v; idempotency has to be given up, which is acceptable, perhaps;
associativity of +′ has to be given up too, which is disappointing;
– modify the deJnition of + on components with the e3ect that parts of t take pri-
ority over similar parts in v automatically; 〈s→ t; st 〉 +′′ 〈u→ v; 
u
v 〉= 〈(s→ t) +′′
(u→ v);Th(st ; 
u
v |\
u
vt)|\
s;u
t;v 〉 where (s→ t)+′′ (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v), just as
+; we call this preferential addition; commutativity of + has to be given up.
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Fig. 15. Solutions for solving collisions.
– accept that + on components becomes a partial operator; the precondition when
adding a component with portfolio s→ t and a component with portfolio u→ v is
that t ∩ v= ∅;
– look for a way of keeping track of the fact that there are collisions in the provided
parts of s→ t and u→ v, perhaps by treating t and v as multisets; one of the disad-
vantages of this is that the simple intuition of portfolios becomes more complicated.
The situation is sketched in Fig. 15.
For the main line of this paper we adopt the Jrst solution, called combining addition
since it seems the most straightforward way ahead, staying as close to module algebra
[2] as possible. The second solution is interesting too: it is not better or weaker than
the Jrst solution; it just comes with another intuition about assembly of components
(collisions are dealt with by a built-in elimination mechanism such that the grouping
during assembly determines the order of elimination and therefore associativity does not
hold). The third solution is equally interesting; it comes with yet another intuition about
assembly of components (collisions are dealt with by a built-in priority mechanism
based on the order of the assembly and therefore commutativity does not hold). We did
some work on the second solution, which we have put in Appendix C. We plan to do
some work on the third solution, which we will put in Appendix D. The fourth solution
introduces partial operators: although this may correspond to a programmer’s intuition
of component assembly, partiality of operators tends to complicate the investigations
of algebraic properties and to blur the insight in the essentials of the algebra. The Jfth
solution is not attractive because it forces us to give up the simplicity of the concept
of portfolio.
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8. Continued semantic investigations
We will focus on law E4 and sketch the ‘theory-model’ again.
The deJnition of + is based on the already given + operation on portfolios and on
union of sets of formulas. After union, the set of formulas has to be closed again by
Th. Moreover we have to prevent any logical interaction of the t and v parts. We say
that
〈s → t; st 〉+ 〈u → v; uv〉 = 〈(s → t) + (u → v);Th(st ; uv)|\
s;u
t;v 〉;
where (s→ t) + (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v).
The deJnition for is based on the already given operation on portfolios and on
the obvious intersection. We add an extra application of Th in order to make sure that
all the (perhaps trivially true) formulae in the language of p are included as well. We
say that
(p → q)] 〈s → t; st 〉 = 〈(p → q) (s → t);Th(st )|\
p;s
qt 〉;
where (p→ q) (s→ t)= (p∪ s)→ (q∩ t).
The following lemma plays a key role when checking E4 for the distributivity of
applying the portfolio p→ q to the combination of 〈s→ t; st 〉 and 〈u→ v; 
u
v 〉.
Lemma (Conditional distributivity). Let pq= st= uv= ∅ and let p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv∪ tv:
– Th(Th(
s
t ; 
u
v )|\
s; u
t; v )|\
p; s; u
q(t; v) =Th(Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt ;Th(
u
v )|\
p; u
qv )|\
p; s; u
qt; qv .
Proof. The proof resembles the proof in [2], but after applying Craig’s interpola-
tion lemma and Vipping we have to apply Craig’s interpolation lemma once more.
Moreover there is a lot of administration work to check language inclusions such as
L(p; s; tq)⊇L(pt; s; ut; qt).
First, ⊇ is easy. We must check ⊆. Let  ∈ LHS with  ∈L(p; s; u; qt; qv). Then

s
t ’1 for some ’1 ∈L(s; t) and 
u
v ’2 for some ’2 ∈L(u; v) such that ’1; ’2 
 ′ for  ′ ∈L(s; u; t; v) and  ′   . Also ’1; ’2   , directly. Therefore ’1 ’2⇒  ,
noting that (’2⇒  )∈L(p; s; u; qt; qv; u; v)=L(p; s; u; qt; v) where the latter equality
is due to the simple absorption facts u∪ u= u and qv∪ v= v. By Craig’s interpolation
lemma
’1  i  ’2 ⇒  
for some i∈L((s; t)∩ (p; s; u; qt; v))=L(sp; s; su; sqt; sv; tp; ts; tu; tqt; tv)=L(s; tp; ut;
qt; tv)=L(s; tp; ut; qt) (where we got rid of the tv in the last step by using p∪ q⊇ tv
whence tp∪ tq⊇ ttv= tv).
Now it must be checked whether (p; s; tq)⊇ (pt; s; ut; qt) which holds if (p; tq)⊇
(ut; qt). Now, we are going to use the given condition p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv∪ tv whence
p∪ q⊇ ut. Multiplying part of the left-hand side and all of the right-hand side by t we
Jnd that p∪ tq⊇ utt= ut as was to be checked. So st |\
p; s
qt  i whence Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt  i.
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From i ’2⇒  , Vipping we get ’2  i⇒  with ’2 ∈L(u; v) and (i⇒  )∈L(s; tp;
ut; qt; p; s; u; qt; qv)=L(p; s; u; qt; qv) where we use simple absorption facts again.
Interpolating once more
’2  j  i ⇒  
for some j∈L((u; v)∩ (p; s; u; qt; qv))=L(up; us; u; uqt; uqv; vp; vs; vu; vqt; vqv)=L(u;
vp; sv; vq)=L(u; sv; (p∪ q)v). We must check whether (u; p; vq)⊇ (u; sv; (p∪ q)v)
which holds if p∪ qv⊇ sv. The latter inclusion follows from p∪ q⊇ sv.
So Th(
u
v )|\
p; u
qv  j. Combining this with Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt  i and with i; j   it can be
concluded that  ∈ RHS.
In Part II of this paper, which begins in the next section, a systematic and rigorous
approach is undertaken; the laws of component algebra are cast in the form of algebraic
speciJcations.
Part II
9. Signatures and interfaces
We begin with signatures, then make the formal step from signatures to interfaces.
Signatures are like the signatures in the module algebra of [2], but here we do not
consider renamings (yet).
module Booleans
begin
sort BOOL (Booleans)
constants F, T : BOOL (False, true)
functions
¬ : BOOL → BOOL (Negation)
∨;∧ : BOOL × BOOL → BOOL (Disjunction, conjunction)
variables
(as in module algebra)
equations
(as in module algebra)
end Booleans
For the full details, essentially copied from [2], we refer to Appendix B.
module Signatures
begin
import Booleans
sort NAMES (Names)
constants 0 : NAMES (First name)
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functions
N :NAMES → NAMES (Next name)
eq : NAMES × NAMES → BOOL (Equality)
variables
(as in module algebra)
equations
(as in module algebra)
sort TYPES (Sequences of one or more
names)
functions
i : NAMES → TYPES (Injection)
* : TYPES × TYPES → TYPES (Concatenation)
∈ : NAMES × TYPES → BOOL (Membership)
eq : TYPES × TYPES → BOOL (Equality)
variables
(as in module algebra)
equations
(as in module algebra)
sort ATSIG (Atomic signatures)
functions
S : NAMES → ATSIG (Sort constructor)
F : NAMES × TYPES → ATSIG (Constant=function constructor)
eq : ATSIG × ATSIG → BOOL (Equality)
variables
(as in module algebra)
equations
(as in module algebra)
sort SIG (Signatures)
constants ∅ : SIG
functions
i : ATSIG → SIG (Injection)
+ : SIG × SIG → SIG (Combination)
S : TYPES → SIG (Convert type to set of sorts)
∈ : ATSIG× SIG → BOOL (Membership)
∩ : SIG × SIG → SIG (Intersection)
 : ATSIG× SIG → SIG (Deletion)
⊇ : SIG × SIG → BOOL (Supersignature)
eq : SIG × SIG → BOOL (Equality)
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variables
(as in module algebra)
equations
(as in module algebra2)
end Signatures
Next we address INTF (interfaces). The introduction of INTF is necessary because
we want to consider a set of interfaces which are disjoint with respect to the function
names occurring in them. It is quite a strong assumption that we want to express here:
that there is a predeJned set of interfaces, all of which are disjoint with respect to
their operator symbols.
This is similar to the situation in COM, where interfaces have interface identiJers
(IIDs) which are globally unique. Here we avoid the mechanism of special identiJers
and instead we let interfaces be identiJed just by themselves. We do not demand that
interfaces are disjoint with respect to their sort symbols since we developed examples
(Sections 3.1, 3.2 and Appendix A) that show that it is natural for sorts like ‘Boolean’
and ‘Sequence of element’ to appear in several interfaces.
Formally, we describe this strong assumption by means of an embedding function ‘i’
from INTF to SIG. In practice, it is easy to guarantee that all interfaces are di3erent
by giving IDL descriptions of the relevant interfaces and associate IIDs with them. The
IIDs then are considered as a part of the function names.
module Interfaces
begin
import Signatures
sort INTF
functions
eq : INTF × INTF → BOOL (Equality)
i : INTF → SIG (Injection)
∈ : ATSIG × INTF → BOOL (Membership)
2 It should be pointed out here that there is an error in the signature speciJcation (Fig. 3) of the original
Module Algebra paper of [2]. The equation a∈ x=F⇒ ax= x can cause the speciJcation inconsistent,
which is illustrated in the following example.
i(S(m)) = F(n; i(m)) i(S(m)); because F(n; i(m)) ∈ i(S(m)) = F
= (F(n; i(m)) i(S(m))) + ∅
= (F(n; i(m)) i(S(m))) + (F(n; i(m)) i(F(n; i(m))))
= F(n; i(m)) [i(S(m)) + i(F(n; i(m)))]
= F(n; i(m)) i(F(n; i(m)))
= ∅:
Thus i(S(m))= ∅. The problem can be resolved by replacinga∈ x=F⇒a x= x with i(a)∩ x= ∅⇒
ax= x. We thank the reviewers for reminding us of these.
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variables
x, y : INTF
l : NAMES
t : TYPES
equations
eq(x; y)= eq(i(x); i(y))
S(l)∈ x=S(l)∈ i(x)
F(l; t)∈ x=F(l; t)∈ i(x)
F(l; t)∈ i(x) ∧ F(l; t)∈ i(y) = T⇒ x = y
end Interfaces
This speciJcation does not Jx the set INTF in a categorical way: there are many
possible choices for what is the ‘relevant set of interfaces’. Here we only express that
INTF is a subset of SIG and that the disjointness property holds.
10. Sets of interfaces, portfolios
A portfolio is a description of all aspects of the way in which a given component may
or may not be connected to its environment, as explained in Section 4 and investigated
in Section 6. First we need INTFSET, sets of interfaces, which is necessary because a
portfolio is modeled as a pair of sets of interfaces.
module Interfacesets
begin
import Interfaces
sort INTFSET
constants ∅ : INTFSET
functions
i : INTF → INTFSET (Injection)
∈ : INTF × INTFSET → BOOL (Membership)
∪ : INTFSET × INTFSET → INTFSET (Union)
∩ : INTFSET × INTFSET → INTFSET (Intersection)
 : INTF × INTFSET → INTFSET (Deletion)
\ : INTFSET × INTFSET → INTFSET (Asymmetric set di3erence)
variables
x, y : INTF
s, t, u : INTFSET
equations
s∪∅= s
s∪ s= s
s∪ t= t ∪ s
(s∪ t)∪ u= s∪ (t ∪ u)
x ∈ ∅=F
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x ∈ i(y)= eq(x; y)
x ∈ (s∪ t)= (x ∈ s) ∨ (x ∈ t)
s∩∅= ∅
s∩ s= s
s∩ t= t ∩ s
(s∩ t)∩ u= s∩ (t ∩ u)
x ∈ s=F⇒ i(x)∩ s= ∅
x ∈ s=T⇒ i(x)∩ s= i(x)
(s∪ t)∩ u=(s∩ u)∪ (t ∩ u)
eq(x; y)=T⇒ x  i(y)= ∅
eq(x; y)=F⇒ x  i(y)= i(y)
xX(s∪ t)= (x  s)∪ (x  t)
s\∅= s
s\i(x)= x  s
s\(t ∪ u)= (s\t)\u
end Interfacesets
A portfolio is a special pair of sets of Interfaces. The Jrst set of the pair models
the required interfaces. The second set of the pair models the provided interfaces.
Portfolios satisfy the restriction that the Jrst and the second element are disjoint. This
is expressed by the law s→ t=(s\t)→ t. The two projection functions are denoted as
‘req’ and ‘prv’.
module Portfolios[CONTRA]
begin
import Interfacesets
sort PORT
functions
:→ : : INTFSET× INTFSET→PORT
req : PORT→ INTFSET
prv : PORT→ INTFSET
variables
s; t : INTFSET
equations
prv(s→ t)= t
req(s→ t)= s\t
s→ t=(s\t)→ t
functions
 : PORT→ INTFSET
./ : PORT×PORT→ INTFSET
./ : PORT×PORT→ INTFSET
+ : PORT×PORT→PORT
: PORT×PORT→PORT
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variables
s; t; u; v : INTFSET
equations
(s→ t)= s∪ t
(s→ t) (u→ v)= (s∪ u)→ (t ∩ v)
(s→ t) + (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)
(s→ t) ./ (u→ v)= (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u)
(s→ t) ./ (u→ v)= (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u)∪ (t ∩ v)
end Portfolios[CONTRA]
For , the deJnition is based on the idea of contravariance. For +, the intuition
is that when a ‘provides’ meets a matching ‘requires’, the latter is annihilated (the
requirement is fulJlled and hence is no longer a requirement). For ./ and ./ the
idea is that these capture all interfaces where two portfolios, when combined, have
interactions (such as ‘requires’ of the Jrst portfolio being satisJed by ‘provides’ of
the second, or ‘requires’ of the second portfolio being satisJed by ‘provides’ of the
Jrst, or two ‘provides’ interfaces having a collision). The di3erence between ./ and
./ appears when combining s→ t and u→ v with t ∩ v = ∅ in which case the inter-
action t ∩ v is disgarded by ./ and is included by ./. We call ./ and ./ interaction
operators.
11. Components
Components are like the modules in the module algebra of [2], but they are boxed
by portfolios rather than signatures. BCA[FOL] stands for basic component algebra over
Jrst-order logic with equality. The only predicates are true, false, and the equality
predicate =. The sort C is the sort of components, playing the role of main sort,
resembling the role of the sort M of module algebra. In the formulation of S1 below, t
is a set of interfaces and
∑
t abbreviates
∑
x∈t i(x), which is a signature, that is, a set
of names.
module BCA[FOL]
begin
import Portfolios[CONTRA]
sort C
constants
〈%〉 : C (for each fol formula %∈L(∑ t) for some t)
functions
 : C→PORT (portfolio)
T : PORT→C (injection)
+ : C×C→C (combination)
: PORT×C→C (export)
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variables
t : INTFSET
p; q : PORT
X; Y; Z : C
equations
S1. (〈%〉)= (∅→ t) (if %∈L(∑ t))
S2. (T(p))=p
S3. (X + Y )=(X ) +(Y )
S4. (p X )=p (X )
C1. X + Y =Y + X
C2. (X + Y ) + Z =X + (Y + Z)
C3. T(p+ q)=T(p) + T(q)
C4. X + T((X ))=X
C5. req(p)⊆ req((X ))⇒X + (p X )=X
E1. (X ) X =X
E2. req(p)∩ prv((X ))= ∅⇒p (q X )= (p q) X
E3. (p)⊇ (q ./ (X ))⇒p (T(q) + X )=T(p q) + p X
E4. (p)⊇ ((X ) ./(Y ))⇒p (X + Y )= (p X ) + (p Y )
end BCA[FOL]
Note that idempotency, X + X =X is a direct consequence of C5 and E1 (take (X )
for p).
Because of (S1) it seems that we cannot construct components with a non-empty
requires part, but that is not the case because the operator allows us to reverse polar-
isation, for example let t= {(%)} then (t→∅) 〈%〉 has portfolio (t→∅) (∅→ t)
which is (t ∪∅→∅∩ t)= t→∅.
As a special case for the condition of C5 we mention the restriction req(p)= ∅,
saying that p is a positive portfolio (only providing, not requiring). Note the condition
of E4, which is stronger than the portfolio-based condition. It is precisely the condition
p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv∪ tv discovered in Section 8.
We ought to explain why E2 has this precondition. The following example is in-
structive. Consider an X with portfolio ∅→ t and let the two boxing portfolios be given
by p→∅ and ∅→∅, respectively. Referring to E2, LHS= (p→∅) ((∅→∅) X ) and
RHS= (p→∅) X . Assume that the set of provided interfaces of X; t= {{f}; {g}}
and p= {{g}; {h}} where f; g and h are unary function symbols. Let the speciJ-
cation of X contain one formula % which is exists x (g(x)= x), saying that g has
a Jxed point. Then (∅→∅) X cannot refer to g whence it contains only tautolo-
gies, and so does LHS. But (p→∅) X still contains the fact %, expressing that g has
a Jxed point. The condition amounts to p∩ t= ∅, preventing the interaction of the
example.
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12. Model construction
We shall deJne the theory model which we denote as TM. We have to give a mean-
ing function < = for each of the sorts such as C and PORT but since we want to put
<s→ t== s→ t we omit < = for all sorts but C. Formally, we choose that an interpre-
tation of an X of type C is a pair 〈p;〉 where p is a portfolio and  is a theory
restricted to the language of p. We deJne the operators of BCA[FOL] as follows for
<X == 〈s→ t; st 〉 and <Y == 〈u→ v; 
u
v 〉:
– <〈%〉== 〈∅→ t;Th(%)|\t〉 (%∈L(
∑
t)),
– <(X )==(s→ t),
– <T(s→ t)== 〈s→ t;Th(true)|\st 〉,
– <X + Y == 〈(s→ t) + (u→ v);Th(st ; 
u
v )|\
s; u
t; v 〉,
– <(p→ q) X == 〈(p→ q) (s→ t);Th(st )|\
p; s
qt 〉.
The clauses for <X + Y = and for <(p→ q) X = are as in Section 7.
Theorem. TM |=MCA[FOL].
Proof. We have to check each law separately.
S1. By the deJnitions of  and 〈%〉.
S2. By the deJnitions of  and T .
S3. By the deJnitions of  and +.
S4. By the deJnitions of  and .
C1. Commutativity follows immediately from the symmetry in the deJnition and
from the commutativity of logical conjunction.
C2. We consider the two ways of adding three components with portfolios s→ t;
u→ v and w→ x, respectively. Associativity for portfolios has been shown al-
ready so we only have to check the theory parts. We must show LHS=Th(Th(
s
t ;

u
v )|\
s; u
t; v ; 
w
x )|\
s; u;w
t; v; x =Th(
s
t ;Th(
u
v ; 
w
x )|\
u;w
v; x )|\
s; u;w
t; v; x =RHS. To show LHS⊆ RHS con-
sider an arbitrary formula ∈ LHS and then show ∈ RHS. Let ∈ LHS because

s
t ’1 ∈L(s; t), 
u
v ’2 ∈L(u; v) and 
w
x ’3 ∈L(w; x) for certain ’1; ’2
and ’3 such that ’1 and ’2   ∈L(s; t; u; v) and  and ’3  ∈L(s; t; u; v; w;
x). By Vipping ’1 ’2⇒  whence st ’2⇒  . Moreover 
u
v ; 
w
x ’2 and
’3 ∈L(u; v; w; x). By modus ponens (’2⇒  ) and (’2 and ’3) . So st ;
Th(
u
v ; 
w
x )|\
u;w
v; x  ∈L(s; u; w; t; v; x), that is ∈ RHS, as was to be shown. The
fact that LHS⊇ RHS can be shown analogously.
C3. Let p= s→ t and q= u→ v then we must show that <T((s→ t)+(u→ v))== <T(s
→ t)=+<T(u→ v)=. The portfolio part is trivial. The theory part amounts to show-
ing LHS=Th(true)|\s; ut; v =Th(Th(true)|\
s
t ;Th(true)|\
u
v)|\
s; u
t; v =RHS. Both LHS⊆ RHS and
LHS⊇ RHS are easy. We show ⊆. Consider an arbitrary formula  ∈ LHS because
true  ∈L(s; u; t; v), so ∅   ∈L(s; u; t; v). Then certainly Th(true)|\st ;Th
(true)|\uv   ∈L(s; u; t; v), that is  ∈ RHS.
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C4. To check that <X +T((X ))== <X = for <X == 〈s→ t; st 〉 Jrst check the portfolio
part (s→ t)+(s→ t)= (s→ t). The theory part amounts to Th(st ;Th(true)|\
s
t )|\
s
t =

s
t which holds since Th(true)|\
s
t adds nothing to 
s
t .
C5. To check that <X +((p→ q) X )== <X = for <X == 〈s→ t; st 〉 and p⊆ s we Jrst
check the portfolio part, (s→ t)+((p→ q) (s→ t))= (s∪p)→ (t ∪ (q∩ t))=
s→ t. The theory part amounts to Th(st ;Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt )|\
s
t =
s
t which holds since
Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt =Th(
s
t )|\
s
qt adds nothing to 
s
t .
E1. To check that <(X ) X == <X = for <X == 〈s→ t; st 〉 we Jrst check the portfo-
lio part, (s→ t) (s→ t)= (s→ t). The theory part amounts to Th(st )|\
s
t =
s
t
which holds since 
s
t is a theory restricted to L(s; t).
E2. To check that <(p→ q) ((u→ v) X )== <(p→ q u→v) X = for <X ==
〈s→ t; st 〉 when p∩ t= ∅ we Jrst check the portfolio part, which is noting
but associativity of , as veriJed in Section 6. The theory part amounts to
LHS=Th(Th(
s
t )|\
u; s
vt )|\
p; u; s
qvt =Th(
s
t )|\
p; u; s
qvt =RHS, which is easily seen to hold.
We show LHS⊇ RHS. Let  ∈ RHS because ’∈st for some ’∈L(s; t) such that
’  with  ∈L(p; u; s; qvt). By Craig’s interpolation lemma ’ i   with
i∈L(s; t)∩L(p; u; s; qvt)=L(s; tp; tu; qvt)=L(s; tu; qvt). Now st  i where i
passes the left-hand side’s restrictions |\u; svt and |\
p; u; s
qvt unharmed. Therefore  ∈LHS.
E3. To check that <(p→ q) (T(u→ v) + X )== <T(p→ q u→ v) + (p→ q) X =
the portfolio part amounts to the conditional distributivity of over + for port-
folios as veriJed in Section 6. For the theory part we must check Th(Th(Th
(true)|\uv ; 
s
t )|\
u; s
v; t )|\
p; u; s
qt; qv =Th(Th(true)|\
p; u
qv ;Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt )|\
p; u; s
qt; qv . This holds since
Th(
s
t )|\
p; s
qt adds nothing that cannot be added by any of the Th operators. Then
the LHS and the RHS only di3er in the order of the restrictions.
E4. By the Lemma ‘Conditional distributivity’ in Section 8.
13. Further research questions
There are a number of topics that could be addressed as well:
– Pragmatics: Does our approach work out well in typical examples, for instance using
components described by conditional equations?
– Completeness: Can every interconnection network be made with + and ?
– Normal forms: Is there a normal form, perhaps each component represented by one
box applied to a big sum of elementary components?
– Models: We checked all details of the model based on Jrst-order theories in
Section 12; but are there perhaps other models?
– Special cases: Are there special cases which give rise to special properties, for
instance considering components with only provided interfaces, having no required
interfaces?
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Fig. 16. Interconnection not realisable with + and .
Fig. 17. Transforming Fig. 16 using Jtting components.
With respect to the Jrst question (pragmatics) we believe that the examples of
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and Appendix A show that the operators and + make sense for
algebraic speciJcations whose equations can be read as deJnitions (as is the case in all
components of Sections 3.1, 3.2 and Appendix A with the exception of POLICY). In
this kind of example the problematic collisions addressed in Fig. 15 need not occur and
the intuition is quite all right. The only collision is NEWSTATISTICS clashing with
STATISTICS, which we construed deliberately to show why eliminating and preferen-
tial addition are useful too. For state-based speciJcations in the tradition of COLD [14],
VDM [19] and Z [34] the present paper is certainly not suTcient yet (although there
may be a connection when using a powerful logic for specifying such systems, since
some of these more powerful logics, e.g. MPL! [20], satisfy the interpolation property
needed for E4 too, cf. Section 14). We leave this as an option for further research.
With respect to the second question (completeness), it is clear that certain intercon-
nection diagrams can be drawn which cannot be realised by applications of + and
alone, such as the one shown in Fig. 16. The same e3ect as the wiring of this
interconnection diagram can be obtained however if we insert special Jtting compo-
nents which transform a required interface into a provided interface whose function
names are all di3erent, but otherwise have the same behaviour. An example of this,
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Fig. 18. Transforming Fig. 16 using re-signaturings.
transforming the example of Fig. 16 is given in Fig. 17. The component called Ic2Ic′
transforms an interface Ic to an Interface Ic′ where it is understood that there exists
a bijective signature morphism between the set of names in Ic and the set of names
in Ic′. The equations of Ic2c′ make sure that each function in Ic′ behaves the same as
its counterpart in Ic. Ic′2Ic, Ib2Ib′ and Ib′2Ib work similarly (for example equations
like or′(b; c)= or(b; c), etc., in IBool2IBool′).
We conjecture that the same e3ect as the wiring of Fig. 16 can also be obtained if we
introduce re-signaturing operations, similar to the ‘atomic renaming’ operators of [2],
which transform one interface into another by repeated application of atomic renamings.
If the renamings can be applied to the Jrst-order theories inside the components we
obtain the same e3ect as Lemma 1 of Section 3.2 in [2] which allows removal of
clashes between hidden names and visible names (here: hidden interfaces and visible
interfaces). The e3ect would be that we could transform Fig. 16 into the conJguration
of Fig. 18.
With respect to the third question (normal forms) we expect that it is possible
to apply a Vattening procedure similar to that of [2] (Section 3.2), eliminating all
but one application of . But, as indicated already in the discussion of the previous
question, this requires the introduction of re-signaturing operations, essentially obtained
by a kind of lifting of the ‘atomic renaming’ operators of [2]. If we were to apply
such a procedure to Fig. 17 the result would contain not more than one , as is shown
in Fig. 19. The formal deJnition of such re-signaturing operations and the proof of
the normal form theorem are left as options for further research.
With respect to the fourth question (models) we checked all details of the model
based on Jrst-order theories in Section 12. We expect that an initial algebra semantics
and a model-based semantics can be constructed too. But we did not undertake a sys-
tematic investigation of all possible models. We do not think that most axioms are
evident on a priori grounds. Much more than in [2] the a priori grounds depend on the
assumed module-interconnection mechanism, as argued in Section 7 and summarised
in Fig. 15. Instead we developed three variants of the component algebra laws, one for
each solution of Fig. 15. The shared part of these variants can be found in Sections 9
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Fig. 19. Result of Vattening the conJguration of Fig. 17.
Fig. 20. Components playing the role of Module Algebra’s modules.
and 10. Then the Jrst solution, already investigated in Section 8, is addressed further in
Sections 11 and 12. The essentials of the second solution are addressed in Appendix C.
The third solution is dealt with in Appendix D.
With respect to the last question (special cases) we give one result here, which is
that the special case of components with only provided interfaces, having no required
interfaces, can be reduced to the original module algebra of [2]. First, it is convenient to
have a predicate that characterises the portfolios that play the role of module algebra’s
signatures and a predicate that characterises the components that play the role of module
algebra’s modules. The predicates are called isS and isM, respectively. Of these, isM
is depicted as the shaded area in Fig. 20.
module BCA M[FOL]
begin
import BCA[FOL]
functions
isS : PORT→BOOL (is signature)
isM :C →BOOL (is module)
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variables
p : PORT
X : C
equations
req(p)= ∅⇒ isS(p) = true (deJne isS)
req(p) = ∅⇒ isS(p)= false (deJne isS)
isS((X )) = true⇒ isM(X ) = true (deJne isM)
isS((X )) = false⇒ isM(X ) = false (deJne isM)
end BCA M[FOL]
If we consider only those portfolios p and q such that isS(p) and isS(q) and similarly
only components X , Y and Z such that isM(X ), isM(Y ) and isM(Z) then we Jnd
that S1, S2, S3, S4 hold without change. Moreover C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 hold too
provided req(p)= ∅, even if we remove the condition req(p) ⊆ req((X )) since this
is already given by the fact that isS((X )). E1 and E2 hold whereas E3 holds with
no condition and E4 holds with a simpliJed condition:
E3. p (T(q) + X )=T(p q) + p X ,
E4. (p) ⊇ prv((X ) (Y )) ⇒ p (X + Y ) = (p X ) + (p Y ).
To see the condition of E3 vanish it suTces to note that q ./(X )= (∅→ prv(q)) ./
(∅→ prv((X )))= (∅∩ prv((X )))∪ (prv(q)∩∅)= ∅. The condition of E4 is simpli-
Jed since (X ) ./ (Y )=(X ) (Y ) when X and Y have no required interfaces.
We conclude that, apart of renamings which are not considered anyhow, the equations
of BCA M have the same shape as the equations of module algebra as in [2] ( just
replace (p) by p, replace on portfolios by ∩ and  by ). Perhaps there are
other special cases which are interesting too but we leave this as an option for further
research.
14. Related work
The seminal work of Bergstra, Heering and Klint which is the point of departure of
our own e3orts is [2]. Rodenburg [32] presents a generalisation of the initial algebra
model of [2] which is based on category theoretical concepts.
Work has been done to parameterise algebraic speciJcations. This can be seen as an
e3ort to make the ‘required’ part of speciJcations explicit. The main di3erence with
the present paper is that now the required part is not a sort, nor another speciJcation
but it is an interface (this is the inVuence of component technology). We mention two
approaches to the parameterisation of algebraic speciJcations, both based on -calculus:
ASL [40] and  calculus [12]. The -calculus is a powerful machinery which really
turns components into theory transformers; the present paper uses a machinery which is
more light weight: just partitioning the signature. Amongst other things, the di3erence
can be seen in the phenomenon of reversing polarisation as shown in Section 11.
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The combining addition on portfolios where the required part of one portfolio gets
satisJed by the provided part of another portfolio, as in the example ({I1}→{I2}) +
({I2}→{I3}) which yields { I1}→{I2; I3}, resembles a rule related to modus ponens
in logic where also (’1→’2); (’2→’3)’1→’2 ∧’3. We expect that interest-
ing connections with implication logic and perhaps resource logics can be made but
consider them outside the scope of the present paper.
Nierstrasz [28] gives a survey of practical composition languages for software com-
ponents. He distinguishes four types: scripting languages, architectural description lan-
guages, coordination languages and glue languages, all of which have to be viewed as
languages with an operational semantics. Viewed in his context, our work is about a
novel glue language which is elementary but powerful (the operators + and ).
The idea of ‘requires’ and ‘provided’ and the boxes-with-open-and-closed-circles
diagrams are taken from the work on Darwin as done at Imperial College London by
Kramer, Magee and others [25,30]. In the Darwin approach, module interconnection
is done by means of bind statements. The bind statements get their semantics via
-calculus. Clearly the -calculus is a very powerful basis for dynamic component
binding (as we also found out in the Jrst author’s own investigations on dynamic
binding in [13]).
We give some bibliographic notes about the interpolation lemma. William Craig
proved it for classical predicate logic [7] and later it was extended by Sch[utte to the
intuitionistic case [33]. Beth [3] attributes the lemma to Craig [6] and Lyndon [23].
There are two ways of providing a proof for the Craig interpolation property, viz.,
a constructive proof-theoretic way and a semantic model-based way, using a property
called the Robinson Consistency Theorem. The applicability of our results is much
wider than the logic [FOL] used above. This is because the interpolation property holds
for a variety of logics such as propositional logic, Jrst-order predicate logic, intuition-
istic propositional logic, certain fragments of intuitionistic propositional logic [31] and
some modal logics [8]. It has also been reported to hold for so-called 3-valued G[odel
logic [38] (related to fuzzy logic). A stronger version called uniform interpolation holds
for the modal , calculus, Jnitary polymodal logic and ordinary modal logic with a sin-
gle modality [9] (the stronger version does not hold for Jrst-order logic, and several
other logics).
Finally, we mention that the interpolation property holds for the Analogy Calculus
LKA of Yi and Xu [41], the potential applications of which include rule-based sys-
tems, and for the inJnitary Jrst-order logic MPL! [20], which has the wide-spectrum
language COLD-K [14] as its major application.
15. What has been achieved
We have started from the concepts of software component and interface to undertake
a systematic study to the algebraic laws of composing systems whose behaviour is de-
scribed by logic. We succeeded in extending the work on module algebra and obtain a
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set of laws for component algebra. The laws are justiJed by their analogy with respect
to module algebra and by some of the software engineering intuitions concerning the
concept of interface. We found that some of the laws of component algebra could
not be considered evident on a priori grounds but that they depend on the assumed
module-interconnection mechanism. We studied one choice for such mechanisms, cor-
responding to the sets of laws BCA[FOL] (and two more in the Appendices, BCA2[FOL]
and BCA3[FOL]). We constructed a formal model based on logical theories for each set
of laws. The veriJcation of law E4 was far from trivial; we had to extend the proof
procedure of [2] and use several applications of Craig’s interpolation property.
The interesting thing about the work done so far is that we derived a condition
p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv just by investigating the algebra of portfolios and then a strengthened
version of this condition is applicable for the semantic version of E4. In order to keep
all operators total we had to add the equation s→ t=(s\t)→ t, which made ·→ · total.
Moreover we have been able to solve a problem related to E4. The chosen solution,
combining addition, is based on a strengthening of the condition from p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv
to p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv∪ tv. An alternative solution is the correction term \(t ∩ v) in the
deJnition (s→ t)+(u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)\(t ∩ v), which allowed us to keep
+ total while still avoiding the problems of origin consistency, as investigated in the
form of the so-called eliminating addition (without the correction term E4 would not
hold). Yet another alternative solution is preferential addition.
We checked the pragmatics of the approach by developing examples in Sections
3.1, 3.2 and Appendix A. Since there is a di3erence between logical components (such
as POLICY A and POLICY B cf. Section 3.2) and program components (such as
STATISTICS and NEWSTATISTICS), we expect that the results of the present paper
do not apply to the componentisation of logical components and program components
in the same way. Logical components are useful as containers of rules (as are POL-
ICY A and POLICY B) or as speciJcation modules. We think that a fundamental
understanding of both logical components and program components is essential for
making certain kinds of progress in the area of wide-spectrum languages. The present
paper is meant as a contribution to developing a fundamental understanding. The com-
ponent combination operators ( and the three + operators) can also be used as a
source of inspiration for novel composition mechanisms for program components and
black-board techniques for software agents (think of the scope of each occurrence of
as a black-board such that the components put on it are supposed to be combined
by +).
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Appendix A. Yet another component-based speci cation (sorting)
This example is a simpliJcation of a collection of software components for list
manipulation and for sorting. Of course, we could model e.g. ‘bubble-sort’ but here
we only present a very simple operation called ‘pre-sort’. This pre-sort works for a
given comparison relation gtr on type E of elements and a special value avg, the
so-called average. Then presort(s) yields a sequence which contains Jrst of all those
elements of s which are not greater (in the sense of gtr) than avg, followed by those
elements of s which are greater than avg.
First we list the interfaces involved in the example. As in COM, interfaces have
names which start with an ‘I’. These are IBool (Boolean operations), ISeq (sequence
operations), IOrd (the comparison relation and the special value avg), ISplit (Jltering all
elements out of a sequence which are either greater or not greater than avg), IPresort
(the version of sorting described above), and IAppend (appending two sequences).
Appending two sequences is useful in a typical implementation of presort, but it is
also considered a useful general-purpose operation to be made available to external
components.
interface IBool {
sort B
constants
false, true : B
functions
not : B → B
or : B × B → B
and : B × B → B
}
interface ISeq {
sort E, S
constants
empty : S
functions
cons : E × S → S
hd : S→ E
tl : S→ S
}
interface IOrd {
sort E, B
constants avg : E
functions
gtr : E × E → B
}
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interface ISplit {
sort S
functions
low : S → S
high : S → S
}
interface IPresort {
sort S
functions
presort : S → S
}
interface IAppend {
sort S
functions
append : S × S → S
}
Next, we shall propose two components which require and which provide certain com-
binations of these interfaces. The Jrst component is named SMAN, for sequence ma-
nipulation. It requires IBool, ISeq and IOrd. It provides ISplit and IAppend. The second
component is named PRSRT, for pre-sort. It requires IBool, ISeq, ISplit and IAppend.
It provides IPresort.
Please note that the deJnition of SMAN below contains three groups of equations;
they deJne low, high and append, respectively.
component SMAN {
require IBool, ISeq, IOrd
provide ISplit, IAppend
speci cation
low(empty)= empty
gtr(e,avg)= true ⇒ low(cons(e,s))= low(s)
gtr(e,avg)= false ⇒ low(cons(e,s))= cons(e,low(s))
high(empty)= empty
gtr(e,avg)= true ⇒ high(cons(e,s))= cons(e,high(s))
gtr(e,avg)= false ⇒ high(cons(e,s))= high(s)
append(empty,s)= s
append(cons(e,s),t)= cons(e,append(s,t))
}
Next, we deJne PRSRT. Please note that the deJnition of PRSRT below contains only
one group of equations, consisting of a single equation; it deJnes the operation presort,
which is the only operation of the provided interface IPresort. Note that the deJnition
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Fig. 21. ALL composed from SMAN and PRSRT.
of presort uses the operations of ISplit, viz., low and high, as well as the operation of
IAppend, viz., append.
component PRSRT {
require IBool, ISeq, ISplit, IAppend
provide IPresort
speci cation
presort(s) = append(low(s),high(s))
}
Referring to the above two components, we could deJne a composite component ALL
by means of the + operation by considering SMAN + PRSRT. From this we could
hide the ISplit operation, which we consider to be an auxiliary of presort where the
auxiliary is not to be made available for external use.
component ALL {
require IPresort, IAppend
provide IBool, ISeq, IOrd
combine SMAN, PRSRT
}
The resulting system is sketched in Fig. 21.
Appendix B. Full details on Booleans and Signatures
Here we give the full details, of Booleans and Signatures, essentially copied from
[2] (a di3erence is that we have left out renamings). It is understood that these speci-
Jcations are interpreted by initial-algebra semantics.
module Booleans
begin
sort BOOL (Booleans)
constants F, T : BOOL (False, true)
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functions
¬ : BOOL→BOOL (Negation)
∨ ;∧ : BOOL×BOOL→BOOL (Disjunction, conjunction)
variables
X; Y; Z : BOOL
equations
¬F=T
¬¬X =X
X ∨ T=T
X ∨F=X
X ∨¬X =T
(X ∨Y )∨Z =X ∨ (Y ∨Z)
X ∨Y =Y ∨X
X ∨X =X
X ∧Y = ¬(¬X ∨¬Y )
(X ∨Y )∧Z =(X ∧Z)∨(Y ∧Z)
end Booleans
module Signatures
begin
import Booleans
sort NAMES (Names)
constants 0 : NAMES (The Jrst name)
functions
N :NAMES→NAMES (Next name)
eq : NAMES×NAMES→BOOL (Equality)
variables
l, m : NAMES
equations
eq(0; 0)=T
eq(0; N (l))=F
eq(N(l); 0)=F
eq(N(l);N(m))= eq(1; m)
sort TYPES (Sequences of one or more names)
functions
i : NAMES→TYPES (Injection)
* : TYPES×TYPES→TYPES (Concatenation)
∈ : NAMES×TYPES→BOOL (Membership)
eq : TYPES×TYPES→BOOL (Equality)
variables
l, m, n : NAMES
t, u, v : TYPES
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equations
( t ∗ u) ∗ v= t ∗ (u ∗ v)
l∈ i(m)= eq(l,m)
l∈ (t ∗ u)= (l∈ t)∨ (l∈ u)
eq(i(l); i(m))= eq(l; m)
eq(i(l) ∗ t; i(m) ∗ u)= eq(l,m)∧ eq(t; u)
eq(i(l); t ∗ u)=F
eq(t ∗ u; i(l))=F
sort ATSIG (Atomic signatures)
functions
S : NAMES→ATSIG (Sort constructor)
F : NAMES×TYPES→ATSIG (Constant=function constructor)
eq : ATSIG×ATSIG→BOOL (Equality)
variables
l, m : NAMES
t, u : TYPES
equations
eq(S(l),S(m))= eq(l; m)
eq(S(l),F(m, t))=F
eq(F(l,t),S(m))=F
eq(F(l,t),F(m, u))= eq(l,m)∧ eq(t; u)
sort SIG (Signatures)
constants ∅ : SIG
functions
i : ATSIG→SIG (Injection)
+ : SIG×SIG→SIG (Union)
S : TYPES→SIG (Convert type to set of sorts)
∈ : ATSIG×SIG→BOOL (Membership)
∩ : SIG×SIG→SIG (Intersection)
 : ATSIG×SIG→SIG (Deletion)
\ : SIG×SIG→SIG (Asymmetric set di3erence)
⊇ : SIG×SIG→BOOL (Supersignature)
eq : SIG×SIG→BOOL (Equality)
variables
l; m : NAMES
t; u : TYPES
a : ATSIG
x, y, z : SIG
equations
x+∅= x
x+x= x
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x+y=y+ x
(x+y)+ z= x+(y+ z)
i(F(l; t))= i(F(l; t))+S(t) (A constant or function implicitly
declares the sort(s) occurring in
its type)
S(i(l))= i(S(l))
S(t*u)=S(t)+S(u)
a∈∅=F
S(l)∈ i(S(m))= eq(l; m)
S(l)∈ i(F(m; t))= l∈ t
F(l; t)∈ i(F(m; u))= eq(l; m)∧ eq(t; u)
F(l; t)∈ i(S(m))=F
a∈ (x+y)= (a∈ x)∨ (a∈y)
x∩∅= ∅
x∩ x= x
x∩y=y∩ x
(x∩y)∩ z= x∩ (y∩ z)
S(l)∈ x=F⇒ i(S(l))∩ x= ∅
F(l; t)∈ x=F⇒ i(F(l; t))∩ x=S(l)∩ x
a∈ x=T⇒ i(a)∩ x= i(a)
(x+y) ∩ z=(x∩ z)+(y∩ z)
i(a)∩x= ∅⇒ a x= x 3
a i(a)= ∅
l∈ t=T ⇒S(l) i(F(m; t))=S(l)S(t)
a (x+y)= (a x)+(ay)
x=y+z⇒ x⊇y=T
a∈y=T & a∈ x=F⇒ x⊇y=F
eq(x; y)= (x⊇y)∧ (y⊇ x)
end Signatures
Appendix C. Properties of the eliminating addition
Concerning E4, the condition p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) makes sure that the encapsu-
lation cannot restrict the interaction from s to v and from t to u. Overlap amongst the
provided sets of signatures may cause problems. We expect that overlap amongst the
required sets of signatures does not cause problems because of the way (p→ q) ·
works : the p enlarges rather than restricts. So let us consider the addition by +
of two components whose portfolios are s→ t and u→ v, respectively. We would
like that t ∩ v= ∅ but we want to avoid partial operators. If we want a total + on
3This equation replaces the equation a∈ x=F⇒ a  x= x in the originalmodule algebra paper of [2].
The reason why this equationis adopted can be found in Section 9.
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components we need a total + on portfolios as well. Care is needed to make sure that
commutativity of + is preserved. The following deJnition replaces the preliminary
deJnition of Section 6.
De nition. (s→ t)+(u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)\(t ∩ v).
Lemma. It can be checked that commutativity for portfolios holds again. Associa-
tivity does not hold! Distributivity of boxing by p→ q using over adding (s→ t)
and (u→ v) using the newly de>ned + holds again, provided s∩ t= u∩ v= ∅ and the
same condition as before p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u).
Proof. As before.
Instead of the idempotency law we get laws which are familiar from modulo 2
arithmetic.
Lemma. Consider arbitrary porfolios X and Y .
– X+Y =Y+X ,
– X+(req(X )→∅)=X ,
– X+X =(req(X )→∅).
Proof. Easy.
After these preliminary investigations we give the resulting variant of component
algebra BCA2[FOL].
module Portfolios2[CONTRA]
begin
import Interfacesets
sort PORT
functions
:→ : : INTFSET× INTFSET→PORT
req : PORT→ INTFSET
prv : PORT→ INTFSET
variables
s; t : INTFSET
equations
prv(s→ t)= t
req(s→ t)= s\t
s→ t=(s\t)→ t
functions
 : PORT→ INTFSET
./ : PORT×PORT→ INTFSET
+ : PORT×PORT→PORT
: PORT×PORT→PORT
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variables
s, t, u, v : INTFSET
equations
(s→ t)= s∪ t
(s→ t) (u→ v)= (s∪ u)→ (t ∩ v)
(s→ t)+ (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)\(t ∩ v)
(s→ t) ./ (u→ v)= (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u)
end Portfolios2[CONTRA]
module BCA2[FOL]
begin
import Portfolios2[CONTRA]
sort C
constants
〈%〉 : C (for each fol formula % such that % ∈L(∑ t),
some t)
functions
 : C→ PORT (portfolio)
T : PORT→ C (injection)
+ : C×C→C (combination)
: PORT×C→C (export)
variables
t : INTFSET
p, q : PORT
X , Y : C
equations
S1. (〈%〉)= (∅→ t) (if %∈L(∑ t))
S2. (T (p))=p
S3. (X+Y )=(X )+(Y )
S4. (p X )=p (X )
C1. X+Y =Y+X
C3′. prv(p)∩ prv(q)= ∅⇒T (p+q)=T (p)+T (q)
C4′. X+T((X ))= (req(X )→∅) X
C4′′. X+T(req((X ))→∅)=X
C5′. req(p)= ∅⇒X+(p X )= (∅→ prv((X ))\prv(p)) X
E1. (X ) X =X
E2. req(p)∩ prv((X ))= ∅⇒p (q X )= (p q) X
E4′. (p)⊇ ((X ) ./ (Y ))⇒p (X+Y )= (p X )+(p Y )
end BCA2[FOL]
Please note the condition of E4′, which is based on ./ rather than ./.
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We sketch the theory-model. As before, the meaning of a component with portfolio
s→ t is a pair 〈s→ t;  st 〉 where st is a set of formulae in the language generated by
s∪ t.
We propose a candidate deJnition for + based on the already given + operation on
portfolios and on union of sets of formulas. After union, the set of formulas is closed
again by Th. Moreover, any logical interaction of the t and v parts is prevented. The
deJnition is
〈s → t; st 〉+〈u → v; uv 〉 = 〈(s → t)+(u → v);Th(st |\ ]v; uv |\ ]t)|\
s;u
t ]v;v ]t〉;
where of course (s→ t)+(u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)\(t ∩ v)
The obvious candidate deJnition for is based on the already given operation
on portfolios and on the obvious intersection. There is an extra application of Th in
order to make sure that all the (perhaps trivially true) formulae in the language of p
are included as well. We say that
(p → q) 〈s → t; st 〉 = 〈(p → q) (s → t);Th(st )|\
p; s
qt 〉;
where of course (p→ q) (s→ t)= (p∪ s)→ (q∩ t).
We do not show all details but only check the essentials related to E4′. The following
lemma plays a key role when checking E4′ for the distributivity of the portfolio p→ q
applied to the addition of 〈s→ t;  st 〉 and 〈u→ v; uv 〉.
Lemma. Let st= uv= ∅ and let p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv.
Th(Th(st |\ ]v; uv |\ ]t)|\
s; u
t ]v; v ]t)|\pq =Th(Th(st )|\p; sq |\qv;Th(uv )|\
p; u
q |\qt)|\
p; s; u
qtqv; qvqt .
Proof. The proof resembles the proof in [2], but after applying Craig’s interpola-
tion lemma and Vipping we have to apply Craig’s interpolation lemma once more.
Moreover, there is a lot of administration work to check language inclusions such as
L(p; s; tqqv)⊇L(pt ]v; s; ut; qt ]v).
We start from the assumption that st= uv= ∅ and p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv. First, ⊇ is easy.
We must check ⊆. Let  ∈ LHS (left-hand side) with  ∈L(p; s; u; qt ]v; qv]t), because
of st ’1 for some ’1 ∈L(s; t ]v) and uv ’2 for some ’2 ∈L(u; v]t ) such that ’1
and ’2   . Therefore ’1 ’2⇒  , noting that (’2⇒  )∈L(p; s; u; qt ]v; qv]t; u; v]t )=
L(p; s; u; qt ]v; v]t ) where the latter equality is due to simple absorption facts such as
qv]t ∪ v]t= v]t. By Craig’s interpolation lemma
’1  i  ’2 ⇒  
for some i∈L((s; t ]v)∩ (p; s; u; qt ]v; v]t ))=L(sp; s; su; sqt ]v; sv]t; tBvp; t ]vs; t ]vu; t ]vqt ]v; t ]vv]t )
=L(s; tBvp; ut; qt ]v).
Now it must be checked whether (p; s; tqqv)⊇ (pt ]v; s; ut; qt ]v) which holds if (p; tqqv)
⊇ (ut; qt ]v) which holds if (p; tq ]q; tq ]v)⊇ (ut; tq ]v). Now we are going to use the given
condition p∪ q⊇ ut ∪ sv. Multiplying part of the left-hand side and all of the right-hand
side by t ]v we Jnd that p∪ tq ]v⊇ ut ]v∪ stv ]v so p∪ tq ]v⊇ ut ]v (which is ut since u]v= u).
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So we found p∪ tq ]v⊇ ut and obviously p∪ tq ]v⊇ tq ]v so we may add these facts to get
(p∪ tq ]v)⊇ (ut ∪ tq ]v), as was to be checked. So st |\p; sq |\ ]qv  i whence Th(st )|\p; sq |\ ]qv  i.
From i ’2⇒  , Vipping we get ’2  i⇒  with ’2 ∈L(u; v]t ) and (i⇒  )∈
L(s; tBvp; ut; qt ]v; p; s; u; qt ]v; qv]t )=L(p; s; u; qt ]v; qv]t ) where we used simple absorption
facts again. Interpolating once more
’2  j  i ⇒  
for some j∈L((u; v]t )∩ (p; s; u; qt ]v; qv]t ))=L(up; us; u; uqt ]v; uqv]t; vBtp; v]ts; v]tu; v]tqt ]v;
v]tqv]t )=L(u; vBtp; sv; v]tq)=L(u; sv; (p∪ q)v]t ). We must check whether (u; p; vqqt)⊇
(u; sv; (p∪ q)v]t ) which holds if (u; p; vq ]q; vq]t )⊇ (u; sv; (p∪ q)v]t ) which holds if (u; p;
qv]t )⊇ (u; sv; (p∪ q)v]t ) which holds if (p; qv]t )⊇ (sv; (p∪ q)v]t ) which holds (noting
p⊇pv]t) if p∪ qv]t⊇ sv∪ qv]t which holds if p∪ qv]t⊇ sv. The latter inclusion holds
because from p∪ q⊇ sv we get p∪ qv]t⊇ sv.
So Th(uv )|\p; uq |\qt  j. Combining this with Th(st )|\p; sq |\ ]qv  i and with i and j   it
can be concluded that  ∈RHS.
After all these investigations, we deJne the theory model which we denote as TM2
to be the model which has the same deJning clauses as TM except for the new
deJnition of +, using the eliminating + on portfolios.
Theorem. TM2 |=MCA2[FOL].
Proof. We have to check each law separately.
S1. (and S2, S3, S4) By the deJnitions of  and 〈’〉.
C1. Commutativity follows immediately from the symmetry in the deJnition and
from the commutativity of logical conjunction.
C3′. Let p= s→ t and q= u→ v with t ∩ v= ∅ then we must show that <T((s→ t)+
(u→ v))== <T(s→ t)=+<T(u→ v)=. The theory part amounts to showing LHS =
Th(true)|\s; ut ]v; v ]t =Th(Th(true)|\ st |\ ]v;Th(true)|\
u
v |\ ]t)|\s; ut ]v; v ]t =RHS. Since t ∩v=∅ this
can be simplied to Th(true)|\s; ut; v =Th(Th(true)|\st ;Th(true)|\uv)|\
s; u
t; v which was
shown to hold in the corresponding proof step for TM.
C4′. To check that <X+T((X ))== <(req(X )→∅) X = for <X == 〈s→ t;  st 〉 the
portfolio part is (s→ t)+(s→ t)= (s→∅). The theory part is Th(st |\ ]t ;Th
(true)|\st |\ ]t)|\s; tt ]t;t ]t =st |\
s
∅ which holds since true adds nothing and t ]t= ∅.
C4′′. To check that <X+T(req((X ))→∅)== <X = (=〈s→ t;  st 〉) the portfolio
part is (s→ t)+(s→∅)= (s→∅) and the theory part is Th(st |\ ]∅;
Th(true)|\s∅|\ ]t)|\
s; s
t ]∅;∅ ]t =
s
t which holds since true adds nothing, |\ ]∅ does not
restrict at all and |\ s; st ]∅;∅ ]t is just |\
s
t .
C5′. To check that <X +((∅→ q) X )== <(∅→ prv(s→ t)\q) X = for <X == 〈s→ t;
 st 〉 the portfolio part is (s→ t)+((∅→ q) (s→ t))= (s→ t)+(s→ qt)
= (s→ t ]q)= (∅→ t\q) (s→ t). The theory part is Th(st |\ ]q;Th(st )|\ sq|\ ]t)|\s; st ]q; tq ]t
=Th(st )|\st\q which holds since Th(st )|\sq|\ ]t =Th(st )|\s∅ adds nothing.
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E1. (and E2) Easy.
E4′. By the Lemma “Conditional distributivity” in the present section.
Appendix D. Properties of the preferential addition
Concerning E4, the condition p∪ q⊇ (s∩ v)∪ (t ∩ u) makes sure that the encapsula-
tion cannot restrict the interaction from s to v and from t to u. But any possible overlap
amongst the provided sets of interfaces may cause problems. So let us consider the ad-
dition by + of two components whose portfolios are s→ t and u→ v, respectively. We
stick to the preliminary deJnition of Section 6 : (s→ t)+(u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→
(t ∪ v), but there is a semantic di3erence in the way the components are treated: the
theory of the Jrst component takes priority over the second component. We immedi-
ately give this variant of component algebra, BCA3[FOL]. Portfolios3 is like Portfolios,
except for the fact that ./ is not needed any more.
module Portfolios3[CONTRA]
begin
import Interfacesets
sort PORT
functions
:→ : : INTFSET× INTFSET→PORT
req : PORT→ INTFSET
prv : PORT→ INTFSET
variables
s, t : INTFSET
equations
prv(s→ t)= t
req(s→ t)= s\t
s→ t=(s\t)→ t
functions
 : PORT→ INTFSET
./ : PORT×PORT→ INTFSET
+ : PORT×PORT→PORT
: PORT×PORT→PORT
variables
s, t, u, v : INTFSET
equations
(s→ t)= s∪ t
(s→ t) (u→ v)= (s∪ u)→ (t ∩ v)
(s→ t)+ (u→ v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v)
(s → t) ./ (u → v)= (s ∩ v) ∪ (t ∩ u)
end Portfolios3[CONTRA]
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module BCA3[FOL]
begin
import Portfolios3[CONTRA]
sort C
constants
〈 % 〉 : C (for each fol formula % such that
% ∈L(∑ t), some t)
functions
 : C→PORT (portfolio)
T : PORT →C (injection)
+ : C×C→C (combination)
: PORT×C→C (export)
variables
t : INTFSET
p, q : PORT
X , Y , Z : C
equations
S1. (〈%〉)= (∅→ t) (if %∈L(∑ t))
S2. (T(p))=p
S3. (X+Y )=(X )+(Y )
S4. (p X )=p (X )
C2. (X+Y )+Z =X+(Y+Z)
C3. T(p+q)=T(p)+T (q)
C4 . X+T((X ))=X
C4 . T((X ))+X =(req((X ))→∅) X+ T((X ))
C5. req(p)⊆ req((X ))⇒X+(p X )=X
E1. (X ) X =X
E2. req(p)∩ prv((X ))= ∅⇒p (q X )= (p q) X
E3. (p)⊇ (q ./ (X ))⇒p (T(q)+X )=T (p q)+p X
E4. (p)⊇ ((X ) ./ (Y )⇒p (X+Y )= (p X )+(p Y )
end BCA3[FOL]
Please note the condition of E4 , which is based on ./ rather than ./.
We sketch the ‘theory-model’. Again, the meaning of a component with portfolio
s→ t is a pair 〈s→ t;  st 〉 where st is a set of formulae in the language generated
by s ∪ t. We say that 〈s→ t;  st 〉+′′〈u→ v; uv 〉= 〈(s→ t)+′′(u→ v);Th(st ; uv |\tv ]t)|\s; ut; v 〉
where (s→ t)+′′(u → v)= (s∪ u)\(t ∪ v)→ (t ∪ v), just as +. We refer to the model
thus obtained as TM3.
Theorem. TM3 |= MCA3[FOL].
Proof. Check each law separately.
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